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In Our 96th Year
Prime feed wily et yew Kreger ewe in
tharrey , Ky.
One Section = 14 Pages
Murray State Enrollment
Figures At All-Time High
A fall semester enrollment report at
Murray State Uaiventit,y. Although not
tremely significant" three full-time
student figures already higher than in the
He
SUPPLEMENT TO
MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES
PROOF THAT KROGER IS DOING WHAT
IT TAKES4TO BE THE LOW PRICE
LEADER IN YOUR AREA
The Kroger Price Patrol will be checking prices at mem stora...va •ft-eanattniscounters in yolkarea. The results of these price checka will be readily available in your local Kroger store andposted in a notebook hanging from the store office. These results will let you know how well
we're meeting our commitment to a price policy that will lower your total food bill. Watch forthe Kroger Price Patrol when you're shopping. They're helping us do what it takes to stay the lowprice leader in your area.
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LOW PRICES? . KROGER'S GOT 'EAU
Therek
Kentuc _
motor vehicle sales, a new study by the
Legislative Research Commission
LRC staff concludes.
A report by I,RC staff members Edith
Schwab and Donald Roney recom-
mends that the five per cent usage tax
on new and used car sales should be on
the actual money that changes hands
and not on such "fictitious" standards
as "manufacturer's suggested4retail
price" or "blue book value."
The report, entitled "Motor Vehicles:
Certificates _of Title and Taxation," is
available upon request from the
Legislative Research Commission,
Public Information Office, State
Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
The report also I includes recom-
mendations on ho* Kentucky could
In the section on taxation the report
recommends that in the sale of motor
vehicles "the tax should be on the ac-
tual sales price of the motor vehicle
with an allowance being made for a
trade-in."
-This would bring Kentucky's
method of taxation iri line with that of
the majority of states," the report adds
At pr ent, a person who buys a new
car in K tucky is charged five per cent
of the manufacturer's suggested retail
price of the car with no allowance for a
trade-in. On a used car the purchaser is
charged five per cent of the blue book
value i the price suggested by the
National Automobile Dealers'
Association for various makes and
models of used cars.)
IJ1UC LTWIR yam,
amount on which the tax should be
based.
Responses from 48 states -,-trea
questionnaire indicate that Montana.
Oklahoma and South Dakota are ;hr
only other states that tax on the,
manufacturer's suggested retail pr
in the sale of a new car.
Kentucky is also in the minority in
making an allowance for trade-ins in
taxing new car sales, the report says
On used car sales most states to Me
actual sales price of a vehicle rather
than its book value when there is
trade-in, the report adds
Bills or resolutions regarding a t1 1-1,
law havg been introduced in every
regular ( session of the General
Assembly except on since 1956
"Forty-nine states are convinced that
a certificate of title is the most effective
way in which to prove ownership of a
motor vehicle," the report says.
At present, in Kentucky, a person
Must present a bill of sale and a
manufacturer's certificate of origin in
order to register a new vehicle. A
previous registration slip is all that is
required to register a vehicle
previously owned by a Kentucky
resident, however.
A title law would prevent anyone
from investing in' an automobile on
which there was an outstanding mor-
tgage, the report says.
_ the seller has mortgaged his
motor vehicle, he would have no cer-









more than 12 percent greater than the 1,170
last year, and the greatest number since
1967.
Gantt saki the final headcount
enrollment in the fall of 1974 was 7,349, the
highest in the school's history until 7,355
registered for the spring semester of 1975.
He explained that final enrollment
figures will not be available at Murray
State until the Monday. Sept. 8, deadline
for on-campus registration has passed and
enrollment figures are finalized for the
' Eagle University consortium at Fort







truck assembly plant, while declining to
give specific numbers, said "We didn't
have enough people to run the place."
International Harvester announced that
it was operating with only about 55 to 60
per cent of its normal first-shift workers. It
nam employs 5,300 here.
ran General Electric curtailed operations at
;pen- many workers were absent.
after All off-days and vacations for Jefferson
County police officers were cancelled and
some 400 Louisville policemen went




















He said that while he doesn't suspect
anyone in particular in his department, he
plans polygraph tests to exonerate his ,
people.
Dates of the disappearances of the other
two bonds have 'ueen elusive as well, but
the first may have been in January of this
year, according to one source.
Manning said that stricter security
measures are being implemented in the
department, and a sign is prominent on the
radio room door, prohibiting entry' by
anyone other than the radio operator, the
shift leader, and the chief.
Mayor John Ed Scott said this morning
that he doesn't have any information on
the matter, but promised full disclosure of
























Such a law could lead to lower in-
terest rates on motor vehicle loans
"since it would lessen the risk for the
lenders that a motor vehicle subject to
a lien would be sold." the report says.
One argument against a title law is
that it would increase the cost of
registering a vehicle.
A key question in considering a title
law is whether titles would he issued
trlocallyor from a central location.
Cen al issuance Would make it
easier to determine, if a vehicle was
stolen, thereby discouraging auto
thefts, the report says. Certificates also
would be harder to steal than if they
were scattered throughout 120 counties,. _____
it'adds.
The main disadvantage of a cen-
of the exports to the Russians.
The Agriculture secretary said
negotiations between the Labor Depart-i
ment and the unions are continuing, as
well as discussions with the Russians. The
United States is seeking to obtain higher
shipping rates from the Russians, thereby
assuring that more U.S. ships and
American seamen will be used in making
the grain deliveries.
Until the boycott it ended and the ship-
ping rates are decided, Butz said, a projec-
ted new deal involving an estimated 8.5
million metric tOSIS to the_Soviets should be
delayed.
"It's just too emotional an issue,". he
said.
Butz said that recent food price in- -
creases were unrelated to the latest grain"
sales to the Soviets. He described the in-
creases as only "coincidental with the
reports of grain sales to the U.S.S.R."
tralized system is the time delay in
certifying vehicles, the report says.
Automobile dealers have claimed such
a system would hinder the quick resale
of used vehicles.
The best system for Kentucky, the
report says, may be to issue titles
locally in the same manner as present
registration certificates, but to install a
computer in each, local office that would
be tied to a central office where
ownership could be verified before a
title was issued.
The iort has been .presented to a
special legislative subcornmittee which
has been studying the related issues of
titles and taxation. The members in-
clude Representatives Steven L.
13eshear, D-Lexington, chairman; W.
Edward Whitfield-, 1:141opk insvilre ; and
Senatcir Doug Moseley, R-Columbia.
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with the purchase of one 16-oz. btl. of
Kroger French Dressing
=PILLSBURY 54.








TWIN PET REG. OR BEEF
Dog Food 6 CA'&°Nsz. $1
DEL MONTE
Light Chunk Tuna 2= 99c
KROGER PINEAPPLE
Grapefruit Drink 2 4C6A4P31Z.89c
KROGER
Pork & Beans
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Murray State Enrollment
Figures At All-Time High
A fall semester enrollment report at
Murray State University, although not
final, points to an all-time high headcount
and full-time student figures that are the
rthoo4
KROGER'S GOT 'EM!









Jif Peanut Butter IV 92c
VERMONT MAID
Syrup













Dressing 8B L43T 2.47 C
WISHBONE CHUNKY
Cheese Dressing 65c
FRISKIES CHICKEN, LIVER OR BEEF
Dog Food 5 5..1-13z 99c
HEFTY TALL
Kitchen Bags 15-CT.PKG. 89c
WELCH'S RED PURPLE OR WHITE











wrth that coupon end $10.00 porches', excluding items prohibited by
len end addition to the colt of coupon merclaarldee. Subfect to
axibis taxes. Limit one. Good through Tuesday, September 9.
4Ir
A SAVING IDEA
Saving money while you eat better makes good shopping
sense. One way generations of Kroger shoppers have
found to lower their food bills and still get high quality
is to buy Kroger's own brand products.
These Kroger products are made either in our own plants
or by other fine companies to our rigid specifications.
They are planned to meet your needs and wants. If a pro-
duct can't give you .. our customers.. the combination
of quality and value you want, then that product won't
weer a Kroger label.
What's more, Kroger products are backed by a Total Sat-
isfaction Guarantee which states: If you are not satisfied,
Kroger will replace your item with the same or a compar-
able brand or refund your purchase price.
That's a pretty good offer . . and we make it with con-
fidence that you will be pleased with Kroger's own pro-
ducts. Why not try some this week? You'll enjoy the
savings and the quality!
We hear you and were trying to help!
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
VALUABLE KROGER COUPON
=LAIN 6_0z 7 C IMO
INESWEETENER " •111111111111111111
VALUABLE KROGER COUPON
mum Refuter or Elec. Perk Decaffeinated




tremely significant" three full-time
student figures already higher than in the
final enrollment report a year ago. He
listed these incomplete figures:
" -̀•-•1 till-time student enrollment of,
Tease of 342 and more than 6
ter than the 5,347 last fall, and
number since 1971.
(-time freshman enrollment of
-ease of 199 and more than 11
ter than the 1,735 a year ago,
lest number since 1968.
ime full-time freshman
11,313, an increase of 143 and
QICLI
LOW PRICES? . . KROGER'S GOT 'EM.
A report by LRC staff members Edith
Schwab and Donald Roney recom-
mends that the five per cent usage tax
on new and used car sales should be on
the actual money that changes hand.r.
and not on such "fictitious" standards
as "manufacturer's suggested rettil
price" or "blue book value."
The report, entitled "Motor Vehicles:
Certificates of Title and Taxation," is
available upon request from the
Legislative Research Commission,
Public Information Office, State
Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
-The- report also inclirdes recomf
mendations on how Kentucky could
tual sales price of the motor vehicle
with an allowance being made for a
trade-in.''
"This would bring Kentucky's
method of taxation in line with that of
the majority of states," the report adds.
At present, a person who buys a new
car in Kentucky is charged five per cent
of the manufacturer's suggested retail
price of the car with no allowance for a
.trade-in. On a used car the purchaser is
charged five per cent of the blue book
value the price suggested by the
National Automobile Dealers'
Association for various makes' and
models of used cars.)
questionnaire indicate that Montana,
Oklahoma and South Dakota are the
only other states that tax on the
manufacturer's suggested retail price
in the sale of a new car.
Kentucky is also in the minority in rrit
making an allowance for trade-ins in
taxing new car sales, the report says
On used car sales most states tax-the,
actual sales price of a vehicle rat11,-
than its book value when there is
trade-in, the report adds.
Bills or resolutions regarding a title
law have. been introduced in evcr%
regular session of the d'ener
Assembly exeept on since 1956
eir.o‘11 Lk, V VC vane' slop or a
motor vehicle," the report says.
At present, in Kentucky, a person
must present a bill of sale and a
manufacturer's certificate of origin in
order to register a new vehicle. A
previous registration slip is all that is
required to register a vehicle
Previously owned by a Kentucky
resident, however.
A title law would prevent anyone
from investing in an automobile on
which there was an outstanding mor-
tgage, the report says.
"If the seller has mortgaged his
_motor vehicle, tie 'Would have no qer-
tificate of title to deliver to the pUr-
more than 12 percent greater than the 1,170
last year, and the greatest number since
1967.
Gantt said the final headcount
enrollment in the fall of 1974 was 7,349, the
highest in the school's history until 7,355
registered for the spring semester of 1975.
He explained that final enrollment
figures will not be available at Murray
State until the Monday, Sept. 8, deadline
for on-campus registration has passed and
enrollment figures are finalized for the
Eagle University consortium at Fort
Campbell and other off-campus offerings.
ty Schools Open
?ism And Protests
This was broken up by police."
said some buses were half-
attributed this in part to the
n the first day of school, a num-
its always bring their children
their own cars."
Led, however, that absenteeism
mid be higher than usual for mr-
zord Motor Co. plants suspen-
ons almost immediately after
6:30 a.m. first shift starting
kesman at the truck plant said
of the 1,600 work. force didn't
a spokesman for the auto and
truck assembly plant, while declining to
give specific numbers, said "We didn't
have enough people to run the place."
International Harvester announced that
it was operating with only about 55 to 60
per cent of its normal first-shift workers. It
employs 5,300 here.
General Electric cir_tailesloperatintA,AL.,
-.Ajapliance4rark but de-crtried toay 1i -
many workers were absent.
All off-days and vacations for Jefferson
County police officers were cancelled and
some 400 Louisville policemen went




By DAVID HILL 4-
.edger & Times Staff Writer
way amounting tc nearly $1,200
accounted for at City Hall,
o sources close to the matter.
Ledger & Times investigation
rd the disappearance of the
In three separate incidents,
is places within City Hall.
exact figures were difficult to
visely, sources indicated that
570, $200, and $400 have turned
he latest the night of August 7.
ief Brent Manning said this
at while no official report has
in the incidents, that an in-
is definitely being conducted.
He said that while he doesn't suspect
anyone in particular in his department, he
plans polygraph tests to exonerate his
people.
bates of the tlisapciearances of the other
two bonds have been elusive as well, but
the first may have been in January of this
year, according to one source.
Manning said that stricter security
measures are being implemented in the
department, and a sign is prominent on the
radio room door, prohibiting entry by
anyone other than the radio operator, the
shift leader, and the chief.
Mayor John Ed Scott said this morning
that he doesn't have any information on
the matter, but promised full disclosure of
any developments in that area.
sore Grain Deals
til Dispute Over
ourt orders in Texas and New
allowing grain already pur-
e Soviets to be loaded on ships,
expects further impact from
called by the International
en's Association and endorsed
d the maritime unions.
.est will be when they attempt
t or American flag bottoms,"
y ships from third countries
ed in American ports to pick
shipments for delivery to the
1, which has purchased 9.8
c tons of U.S. grain so far this
other half-million remaining
s.
predicted sharp increases in
ad prices as a result of the
but Butz repeated his own
etion of a 1.5 per cent increase
• and in early 1976 as a result
•
of the exports to the Russians.
The Agriculture secretary said
negotiations between the Labor Depart-
ment and the unions are continuing, as
well as discussions with the Russians. The
United States is seeking to obtain higher
shipping rates from the Russians, thereby
assuring that more U.S. ships and
American seamen will be used in making
the grain deliveries.
Until the boycott is ended and the ship-
ping rates are decided. Butz said, a projec-
ted new deal involving an estimated 8.5
million metric tons to the Soviets should be
dela_yed._ 
'"Its just too emotional an issue," he
said.
Butz said that recent food price in-
cremes were unrelated to the latest grain
sales to the Soviets. He described the in-
creases as only "coincidental with the
reports of grain sales to the U.S.S.R."
; Unjustified
te certificate would be held
,older until such mortgage
tisfied," the report adds.
w could lead to lower in-
3 on motor vehicle loans
would lessen the risk for the
lenders that a motor vehicle subject to
a lien would be sold." the report says.
One argument against a title law is
that it would increase the cost of
registering a vehicle.
A key question in considering a title
law is whether titles Would be issued
locally or from a central location.
Central issuance would make it
easier to determine if a vehicle was
stolen, thereby discouraging auto
thefts, the report says. Certificates also
would be harder to steal than if they
were scattered-throughout 120 counties,
it adds.
The main disadvantage of a cen-
tralized system is the time delay in
certifying vehicles, the report says.
Automobile dealers have claimed such
a system would hinder the quick resale
of used vehicles.
The best system for Kentucky, the
report says, may be to issue titles
locally in the same manner as present
registration certificates, but to install a
computer in each local office that would
be tied to a central office where
ownership could be verified before a
title was issued.
The report has been presented to a
special legislative subcommittee which
has been studying the related issues of
titles and taxation, The members in-
clude Representatives Steven I..
Be.rhear, D-Lexington, chairman; W
Eft/1rd Whitfietd, D-Hopkinsviile; and
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Here are just a few of the many prices which have been lowered
in YOUR KROGER STORE. . . . . •
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Figures At All-Time High
A fall semester enrollment report at
Murray State University, although not
final, points to an all-time high headcount
and full-tirnoittiskaiwthat are the
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A report by LRC staff members Edith
Schwab and Donald Roney recom-
mends that the five per cent usage tax
on new and used car sales should be on
the actual money that changes hand5
and not on such "fictitious" standards
as "vianufacturer's suggested retail
price" or "blue book value."
The report, entitled "Motor Vehicles:
Certificates of Title and Taxation," is
available upon request from the
Legislative Research Commission,
Public Information Office, State
Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
The report also includes recom-










































































rual sales price of the motor vehicle
with an allowance being made for a
trade-in."
"This would bring Kentucky's
method of taxation in line with that of
the majority of states," the report adds.
At present, a person who buys a new
car in Kentucky is charged five per cent
of the manufacturer's suggested retail
price of the car will no allowance for a
trade-in. On a used car the purchaser is
charged five per cent of the blue book
value the price suggested by the
National Automobile Dealers'
Association for various Rakes and
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Spaghetti Sauce
questionnaire indicate that Montana.
Oklahoma and South Dakota are the
only other states that tax on the
manufacturer's suggested retail price
in the' sale of a new car,
Kentucky is also in the minority in r
making an allowance for trade-ins
taxing new car sales, the report says.
On used car sales most states tax the
actual sales price of a vehicle rathvr
than its book value when there is
trade-in, the report adds. •
Bills or resolutions regarding a titir
law have been introduced in evr-
regular session of the Genera,
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motor vehicle," the report says.
At present, in Kentucky, a person
must present a bill of sale and a,
manufacturer's certificate of origin in
order to register a new vehicle. A
previous registration slip is all that is
required to register a vehicle
Previously owned by a Kentucky
resident, however.
A title law would prevent anyone
from investing in an automobile on
Which there was an outkanding mor-
tgage, the report says.
"If the seller has mortgaged his
motor vehicle, he would have rpo cer-
tificate of title to deliver to the pur-
tremely significant" three full-time
student figures already higher than in the
final enrollment report a year ago. He
listed these incomplete figures:
-full-tirne student enrollment of
crease of 342 and more than 6
ater than the 5,347 last fall, and
-t number since
111-time freshman nrollment of
:rease of 199 and more than 11
ater than the 1,735 a year ago,
latest number since 1968.
time full-time freshman
of 1,313, an increase of 143 and
inure than 12 per cent greater than the 1,170
last year, and the greatest number since
1967.
Gantt said the final headcount
enrollment in the fall of 1974 was 7,349, the
highest in the school's history until 7,355
registered for the spring semester of 1975.
He explained that final enrollment
figures will not be available at Murray
State until the Monday, Sept. 8, deadline
for on-campus registration has passed and
enrollment figures are finalized for the
Eagle University consortium at Fort
Campbell and other off-campus offerings.
ity Schools Open
9ism And Protests
. This was broken up by police."
said some buses were half-
1 attributed this in part to the
In the first day of school, a num-
sits always bring their children
their own cars."
led, however, that absenteeism
•ould be higher than usual for an
r• --
Ford Motor Co. plants suspen-
ions almost immediately after
1 6:30 a.m. first shift starting
ikesman at the truck plant said
of the 1,600_ work force didn't
a spokesman for the auto and
truck assembly plant, while declining to
give specific numbers, said "We didn't
have enough people to run the place."
International Harvester announced that
it was operating with only about 55 to 60
per cent of its normal first-shift workers. It
employs 5,300 here.
General Electric curtailed operations at
Appliance Park but declined to say how
many workers were absent.
All off-days and vacations for Jefferson
County police officers were cancelled and
some 400 Louisville policemen went
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(ley amounting tc nearly $1,200
'accounted for at City Hall,
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y, in three separate incidents,
us places within City Hall.
a exact figures were difficult to
ecisely, sources indicated that
6570, $200, and $400 have turned
the latest the night of August 7.
lief Brent Manning said this
at while no official report has
on the incidents, that an in-
is definitely being conducted.
He said that while he doesn't suspect
anyone in particular in his department, he
plans polygraph tests to exonerate his
PeoPlc-
Dates of the disappearances of the other
Lire-bendR-Ilave -been elusive as well, but
the first may have been in January of this
year, according to one source.
Manning said that stricter security
measures are being implemented in the
department, and a sign is prominent on the
radio room door, prohibiting entry by
anyone other than the radio operator, the
shift leader, and the chief.
Mayor John Ed Scott said this morning
that he doesn't have any information on
the matter, but promised full disclosure of
any developments in that area.
sore Grain Deals
NI Dispute Over
ourt orders in Texas and New
allowing grain already pur-
e Soviets to be loaded on ships,
expects further impact from
called by the International
en's Association and endorsed
,d the-maritime unions.
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iw could lead to lower in-
s on motor vehicle loans
.16, ,c IL would lessen the risk for the
lenders that a motor vehicle subject to
a lien would be sold." the report says.
One argument against a title law is
that it would increase the cost of
registering a vehicle.
A key question in considering a title
law is whether titles would be issued
locally, or from a central location.
Central issuance would make it
easier to determine if a vehicle was
stolen, thereby discouraging auto
thefts, the report says. Certificates also
would be harder to steal than if they
were scattered throughout 120 counties,
it adds.
The main disadvantage of a cen-
of the exports to the Russians.
The Agriculture secretary said
negotiations between the Labor Depart-
ment and the unions are continuing, as
well as discussions with the Russians. The
United States is seeking to obtain higher
shipping rates from the Russians, thereby
assuring that more U.S. ships and
American seamen will be used in making
the grain deliveries.
Until the boycott is ended and the ship-
ping rates are decided, Butz said, a projec-
ted new deal involving an estimated 8.5
million metric tons to the Soviets should be
delayed.
"It's just too emotional an issue," he
said.
Butz said that recent food price in-
creases-were unrelated to the latest grain
sales to the Soviets. He described the in-
creases as only "coincidental with the
reports of grain sales to the U.S.S.R."
fled
tralized system is the time delay in
certifying vehicles, the report says.
Automobile dealers have claimed such
a system would hinder the quick resale
of used vehicles.
The best system for Kentucky, the
report says, may be to issue titles
locally in the same manner as present
registration certificates, but to install a
computer in each local office that would
be tied to a central office where
ownership could be verified before a
title was issued.
The report has been presented to a
special legislative subcommittee which
• has been studying the related issues of
titles and taxation. The members in-
clude Representatives Steven L.
Beshear, D-I,exington, chairman; W.
Edward Whitfield. D-Hopkinsville; and
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A report by LRC staff members Edith
Schwab and Donald Roney recom-
mends that the five per cent usage tax
on new and used car sales should be on
the actual money that changes handE
and not on such "fictitious" standards
as "manufacturer's suggested retail
price" or "blue book value."
The report, entitled "Motor Vehicles:
Certificates of Title and Taxation," is
available upon request from the
Legislative Research Commission,
Public Information Office, State
Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
The report also includes recom-
mendations on how Kentucky could
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, September 4, 1975 15' Per Copy One Section — 14 Pages
Murray State Enrollment
Figures At All-Time High
A fall semester enrollment report at
Murray State University, although not
final, points to an all-time high headcount

















































9-oz. Sausage 10-oz. Deluxe
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Luai sales prree-ur intr-moror vtitnete
with an allowance being made for a
trade-in."
;
"This )would bring Kentucky's
method of taxatiot6.n line with that of
the majority of states," the report adds.
At presen(, a person who buys a new
car in Kentucky is charged five per cent
of the manufacturer's suggested retail
price of the car with no allowance for a
trade-in. On a used car the purchaser is
charged five per cent of the blue book
value I the price suggested by the
National Automobile Dealers'
Association for various makes and
models of used cars,)
1
questionnaire indicate that Monuir
Oklahoma and South Dakota are "
only other states that tax on
manufacturer's suggested retail [II -
in the sale of a new car.
Kentucky is also in the minority in 7
making an allowance for trade-ins in
taxing new car sales, the report says
On used car sales most states tax. the
actual sales price of a vehicle rather
than its book value when there is fl
trade-in, the report adds. -
Bills or resolutions regarding a
law have been introduced in ew-
regular session of the Gener.-,
Assembly except on since 1956
motor vehicle," the report says.
At present, in Kentucky, a person
must present a bill of sale and a
manufacturer's certificate of origin in
order to register a new vehicle., A
previous registration slip is all that is
required to register a vehicle
previously owned by a Kentucky
resident, however.
A title law would prevent anyone
from investing in an automobile on
Which there was an outstanding mor-
tgage, the report says.
"If the seller has mortgaged his
Motor vehicle, he would have no cer-
tificate of - title to deliver to the pur-
tremely significant" three full.time
student figures already higher than in the
final enrollment report a year ago. He
listed these incomplete figures:
"••••'-' full-time student enrollment of
ncrease of 342 and more than 6
eater than the 5,347 last fall, and
at number since 1971.
!ull-time freshman enrollment of
screase of 199 and more than 11
eater than the 1,735 a year ago,
'eatest number since 1968.
time full-time freshman
t of 1,313, an increase of 143 and
more than 12percent greater than-the 1,17U
last year, and the greatest number since
1967.
Gantt said the final headcount
enrollment in the fall of 1974 was 7,349, the
highest in the school's history until 7,355
registered for the spring semester of 1975.
He explained that final enrollment
figures will not be available at Murray
State until the Monday, Sept. 8, deadline
for on-campus registration has passed and
enrollment figures are finalized for the
Eagle University consortium at Fort
Campbell and other off-campus offerings.
ity Schools Open
eism And Protests
is. This was broken up by police."
n said some buses were half-
id attributed this in part to the
'on the first day of school, a nurn-
,ents always bring their children
it their own cars."
iitted, however, that absenteeism
would be higher than usual for an
_ _ -
) Ford Motor Co. plants suspen-
itions almost immediately after
al 6:30 a.m. first shift starting
3okesman at the truck plant said
tat of the-1,600 work force -didset
I a spokesman fer the auto and
truck assembly plant, while declining to
give specific numbers, said "We didn't
have enough people to run the place."
International Harvester announced that
it was operating with only about 55 to 60
per cent of its normal first-shift workers. It
employs 5,300 here.
GenerahElectric curtailed operations at
-W!-
many workers were absent.'
All off-days and vacations for Jefferson
County police officers were cancelled and
some 400 Louisville policemen went





Ledger & Times Staff Writer
ioney amounting to nearly $1,200
anaccoUnted for at City Hall,
to sources close to the matter.
ay Ledger & Times investigation
aled the disappearance of the
iey, in three separate incidents,
bus places within City Hall.
he exact figures were difficult to
)recisely, sources indicated that
f $570, $200, and $400 have turned
;, the latest the night of August 7.
7hief Brent Manning said this
hat while no official report has
1 on the incidents, that an in-
n is definitely being conducted.
He said that while he doesn't suspect
anyone in particular in his department, he
plans polygraph tests to exonerate his
people.
Dates of the disappearances of the other
two bonds have been elusive as well, but
the first may have been in January of this
year, according to one source.
Manning said that stricter security
measures are being implemented in the
department, and a sign is prominent on the
radio room door, prohibiting entry by
anyone other than the radio operator, the
shift leader, and the chief.
Mayor John Ed Scott said this morning
that he doesn't have any information on
the matter, but promised full disclosure of
any developments in that area.
illore Grain Deals
.011 Dispute Over
court orders in Texas and New
re allowing grain already pur-
the Soviets to be loaded on ships,
he expects further impact from
tt, called by the Intel-nation
men's Association and endorsed
Ind the maritime unions.
d test will be when they attempt
,iet or American flag bottoms,"
inly ships from third countries
tred in American ports to pick
in shipments for delivery to the
ion, which has purchased 9.8
tric tons of U.S. grain so far this. 
anotherhalf-million remaining
ales.
as predicted sharp increases in
food prices as a result of the
but Butz repeated his own
liction of a 1.5 per cent increase
ar and in early 1976 as a result
<
the certificate would be held
nholder until such mortgage
satisfied," the report adds.
taw could lead to lower in-
es on motor vehicle loans
_ _ ._ would lessen the risk for the
lenders that a motor vehicle subject to
a lien would be sold." the report says.
One argument against a title law is
that it would increase the cost of
registering a vehic.
A key question in considering a title
law/is whether titles would be issued
locally or from a Central location.
Central issuance would make it
easier to determine if a vehicle was
stolen, thereby discouraging auto
thefts, the report says. Certificates also
would be harder to steal than if they
were scattered throughout 120 counties,
it adds.
The main disadvantage of a cen-
of the exports to the Russians.
The Agriculture secretary said
negotiations between the Labor Depart-
ment and the unions are continuing, as
well as discussions with the Russians. The
United States is seeking to obtain higher
shipping rates from the Russians, thereby
assuring that more U.S. ships and
American seamen will be used in making
the grain deliveries.
Until the boycott is ended and the ship-
ping rates are decided, Butz said, a projec-
ted new deal involving an estimated 8.5
million metric tons to the Soviets should be
delayed.
"WS-Nit-Ina emotiannTfli-Islue- ," he
said. -----
Butz said that recent food price in-
creases were unrelated to the latest grain
sales to the Soviets. He described the in-
creases as only "coincidental with the
reports of grain sales to the U.S.S.R."
, • • • ' • ••••.4-.,ix •
tralized system is the time delay in
certifying vehicles, the report says.
.Automobile dealers have claimed such
a system would hinder the quick resale
of used vehicles.
The best system for Kentucky, the
report says, may be to issue titles
locally in the same manner as present
registration certificates, but to install a
computer in each local office that would
be tied- to e central office 'here
ownership could be iierified bef e a
title was issued.
-The report has been presented to a
special legislative subcommittee which
has been studying the related issues of
titles and taxation. The members in-
clude RepresenTitiVes Steven L.
Beshear, ID-Lexington, chairman; W.
Edward Whitfield, I)-Hopkinsville ; and
Senator 1)oug Moseley, R-C'olumbia.
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Murray State Enrollment
Figures At All-Time High
A fall semester enrollment report at
Murray State University, although not
final, points to an all-time high headcount
and full-time stutle0 Liguxes that are the
nr luta*
tremely significant" three full-time
student figures already higher than in the
final enrollment report a year ago. He
listed these incomplete figures:
- """-! full-time student enrollment of
ricrease of 342 and more than 6
*eater than the 5,347 last fall, and
est number since 1971.
full-time freshman enrollment of
ncrease of 199 and more than 11
reater than the 1,735 a year ago,
reatest number since 1968.
time full-time freshman
t of 1,313, an increase of 143 and
fr'11411f
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LOW PRICES?. . . .KROGER'S GOT 'EM
A report by LRC staff members Edith
Schwab and Donald , Roney recom-
mends that the five per cent usage tax
on new and used car sales should be on
the actual money that changes hands
and not on such "fictitious" standards
as "manufacturer's suggested retail
price" or "blue book value."
The report, entitled "Motor Vehicles:
Certificates of Title and Taxation," is
available upon request from the
Legislative Research Commission,
Public Information Office, State
Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
The report alSo includes recom-
mendations on how Kentucky could
Vtl<1 I *a itz oriee Of me motor vehicle
with an allowance being made for a
trade-in."
"This would bring Kentucky's
method of taxation in line with that of
the majority of states," the report adds.
At present, a person who buys a new
car in Kentucky is charged five per cent
of the manufacturer's suggested retail
price of the car with no allowance for a
trade-in. On a used car the purchaser is
charged five per cent of the blue book
value ( the price suggested by the
National Automobile Dealers'
Association for various makes and
models of used cars.1
questionnaire indicate that Monte:
Oklahoma and South Dakota are "
only other states that tax on
manufacturer's suggested retail prlo
in the sale of a new car.
Kentucky is also in the minority in
making an allowance for trade-ins in
taxing new car sales, the report says
On used car sales most states tax the
actual sales price of a vehicle rather
than its book value wben there ii
trade-in, the report
Bills or resolutions regarding a tItIP
law have been introduced in evur .
regular session of the Generai
Assembly except on since 1956(
motor vehicle," the report says.
At present, in Kentucky, a person
must present a bill of sale and a
manufacturer's certificate of origin in
order to register a new vehicle. A
previous registration slip is all that is
required to register a vehicle
previously owned by a Kentucky
'resident, however.
A title law would Ptevent anyone
from investing in an automobile on
Which there was an outstanding mor-
tgage, the report says. /
"If the seller has mortgaged his
motor vehicle, he would have nd cer-
tificate of title to deliver to the put--
aaulluitunamameatat,
more than 12 percent greater than the 1,170
last year, and the greatest number since
1967.
Gantt said the final headcount
enrollment in the fall Of 1974 was 7,349, the
highest in the school's history until 7,355
registered for the spring semester of 1975.
He explained that final enrollment
figures will not be available at Murray
State until the Monday, Sept. 8, deadline
for on-campus registration has passed and
enrollment figures are finalized for the
Eagle University consortium at Fort
Campbell and other off-campus offerings.
ity Schools Open
eism And Protests
a. This was broken up by police."
fl said some buses were half-
id attributed this in part to the
"on the first day of school, a num-
rents always bring their children
in their own cars."
tided, however, that absenteeism
would be higher than usual for an
'.ay.
o Ford Motor Co. plants suspen-
ations almost immediately after
tat 6:30 a.m. first shift starting
pokesman at the truck plant said
nt of the 1,600 work force didn't
d a spokesman for the auto and
truck assembly plant, while declining to
give specific numbers, said -We didn't
have enough people to rtui the place."
International Harvester announced that
it was operating with only about 55 to 60
per cent of its normal first-shift workers. It
employs 5,300 here.
General Electric curtailed operations at
Appliance Park but declined to say how
many workers were absent.
All off-days and vacations for Jefferson
County police officers were cancelled and
some 400 Louisville policemen went
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loney amounting tc nearly $1,200
unaccounted for at City Hall,
g to sources close to the matter.
-ay Ledger & Times investigation
Ailed the disappearance of the
ley, in three separate incidents,
lous places within City Hall.
:he exact figures were difficult to
precisely, sources indicated that
if $570, $200, and $400 have turned
the latest the night of August 7.
Thief Brent Manning said this
_hat while no official report has
1 on the incidents, that an in-
n is definitely being conducted.
He said that while he doesn't suspect
anyone in particular in his department, he
plans polygraph tests to exonerate his
people.
Dates of the disappearances of the- other
two bands have been elusive as well, but
the first may have been in January of this
year, according to one source.
Manning said that stricter security
measures are being implemented in the
department, and a sign is promirwnt on the
radio room door, prohibiting entry by
anyone other than the radio operator, the
shift leader, and the chief.
Mayor John Ed Scott said this morning
that he doesn't have any information on
the matter, but promised full disclosure of
any developments in that area.
Aore Grain Deals
itil Dispute Over
court orders in Texas and New
re allowing grain already pur-
the Soviets to be loaded on ships,
he expects further impact from
tt, called by the International
men's Association and endorsed
and the maritime unions.
il test will be when they attempt
get or American flag bottoms,"
inly ships from third countries
ared in American ports to pick
in shipments for delivery to the
ion, which has purchased 9.8
tric tons of -U.S. grain so far this
another half-million remaining
ales.
as predicted sharp increases in
food prices as a result of the
3, but Butz repeated his own
diction of a 1.5 per cent increase
.ar and in early 1976 as a result
of the exports to the Russians.
The Agriculture secretary said
negotiations between the Labor Depart-
ment and the unions are continuing, as
well as discussions with the Russians. The
United States is seeking to obtain higher
shipping rates from the Russians, thereby
assuring that more U.S. ships and
American seamen will be used in making
the grain deliveries.
Until the boycott is ended and the ship-
ping rates are decided, Butz said, a projec-
ted new deal involving an estimated 8.5
million metric tons to the Soviets should be
delayed.
"It's just too emotional an issue," he
said.
Butz said that recent food price in-
creases were unrelated to the latest grain
sales to the Soviets. He described the in-
creases as only "coincidental with the
reports of grain sales to the U.S.S.R."
K Unjustified
the certificate would be held
nholder until such mortgage
satisfied," the report adds.
Law could lead to lower in-
es on motor vehicle loans
would lessen the risk for the
lenders that a motor vehicle subject to
a lien would be sold." the report says.
One argument against a title law is
that it would increase the cost of
registering a vehicle.
A key question in considering a title
law is whether titles would be issued
locally or from a central location.
Central issuance would make it
easier to determine if a vehicle was
stolen, thereby discouragihg auto
thefts, the report says. Certificates also
would be harder to steal than if they
werdTsattered throughout 120 counties,it a
The main disadvantage of a cen-
tralized system is the time delay in
certifying vehicles, the report says.
Automobile.dealers have claimed such
a system would hinder the quick resale
of used vehicles.
• The best system for -kentucky, the
report says, may be to -Issue titles
locally in the same manner as present
registration certificates, but to install a
computer in each local office that would
be tied to a central" office where
ownership could be verified before a
title was issued.
The report has been presented to a
special legislative subconupittee which
has befn studying the relakd issues of
titles and taxation. The members in-
clude Representatives Steveo L.
Beshear, D-Lexington, chairman; W.
Edward Whitfield. D-Hopkinsville; and
Senator Doug Moseley, R-Columbia.
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Murray State Enrollment
Figures At All-Time High
A fall semester enrollment report at
Murray State University, although not
final, points to an all-time high headcount
and full-time student figures that are the
highest in several yews.
SAVIIIGS PROGRAM
A repoil. uy LAIL. Man LIIWlUF5EAW.11
Schwab and Donald Roney recom-
mends that the five per cent usage tax
on new and used car sales should be on
the actual money that changes hand:-
and not on such "fictitious" standards
as "manufacturer's suggested retail
price" or "blue book value."
The report, entitled "Motoi Vehicles:
Certificates of Title and Taxation," is
available upon request from the
Legislative Research Commission,
Public Informatidin Office, State
Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
repirt also includes- recom-
mendations on how Kentucky could
The Kroger Co. is proud to
announce a plan to help senior
citizens living on fixed incomes
get more for their money.
Persons eligible are those over
59 years of age living on fixed
incomes in areas throughout
Tennessee, Arkansas and
Mississippi where Kroger stores
are located, plus Paducah and
Mayfield, Kentucky and Poplar
Bluff, Mo. Eligible senior citizens
should register at any Kroger
store offic,c.-Proof of age is all we
will require for your registration.
Those registering will receive full
information on Kroger's Senior
Citizen Program upon registering,
and can begin immediately to get
more food for their money.
with an Sliowance being made for a
trade-in."
"This would bring Kentucky's
method of taxation in line with that of
the majority of states," the report adds.
At present, a person who buys a new
car in Kentucky is charged five per cent
of the manufacturer's suggested retail
price of the car with no allowance for a
trade-in. On a used car the purchaser is
charged five per -cent of the blue book
value the price suggested by the
National AutoKobile Dealers'
Association for various makes and
models of used cars 1
KROGER.....a.
WORKING TO BRING YOU
LOWER PRICES!
muleate mat minium°,
Oklahoma and South Dakota are the
only other states that tax on the
manufacturer's suggested retail price
in the sale of a new car.
Kentucity is also in the minority in n
making an allowance for trade-ins in
taxing new car sales, the report says
On used car sales most states tax the
actual sales price of a vehicle rather
than its book value when there is
trade-in, the report adds.
Bills or resolutions regarding a h'
law have been introduced in ev, •
regular sastion of the Generai
Assembly except on since 1956
,
minor venicie, ' the report says.
At present, in Kentucky, a person
must present a bill of sale and a
manufacturer's certificate of origin in
order to register a new vehicle. A
previous registration slip is all that is
required to register a vehicle
Previously owned by a Kentucky
resident, however.
A title law would prevent anyone
from investing in an automobile on
which there was an outstanding mor-
tgage, the report says.
"If the seller has mortgaged his
motor vehicle, he Wo-uld haVe fie-cer-
tificate of title to -deliver to the pur-
aitslilmainummaar04
tremely significant" three full-time
student figures already higher than in the
final enrollment report a year ago. He
listed these incomplete figures:.
—Total full-time student enrollment of
mcrease of 342 and more than 6
'eater than the 5,347 last fall, and
.!st number since 1971.
full-time freshman enrollment of _
..ncrease of 199 and more than 11
reater than the 1,735 a year ago,
Teatest number since 1968.
. time full-time freshman
it of 1,313, an increase of 143 and
more than 12 percent greater than the 1,170
last year, and the greatest number since
1967.
Gantt said the final headcount
enrollment in the fall of 1974 was 7,349, the
highest in the school's history until 7,355
registered for the spring semester of 1975.
He explained that final enrollment
figures will not be available at Murray
State until the Monday, Sept. 8, deadline
for on-campus registration has passed and
enrollment figures are finalized for the
Eagle University consortium at Fort
Campbell and other off-campus offerings.
nty Schools Open
leism And Protests
tos. This was broken up by police."
on said some buses were half-
td attributed this in part to the
. "on the first day of school, a num-
arents always bring their children
In their own cars."
"flitted, however, that absenteeism
would be higher than usual for an_
day.
no Ford Motor Co. plants suspen-
rations almost immediately after
rial 6:30 a.m. first shift starting
spokesman at the truck plant said
ent of the 1,600 work force didn't
nd a spokesman for the auto and
truck assembly plant, while declining to
give specific numbers, said "We didn't
have enough people to run the place."
International Harvester announced that
it was operating with only about 55 to 60
per cent of its normal first-shift workers. It
employs 5,300 here.
General Electric curtailed operations at
—AlinilEince PM" but declined To say how
many workers were absent.
All off-days and vacations for Jefferson
County police officers were cancelled and
some 400 Louisville policemen went
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money amounting tc nearly $1,200
i„ unaccounted for at City Hall,
rig to sources close to the matter.
Tay Ledger di Times investigation
ealed the disappearance of the
iney, in three separate incidents,
rious places within City Hall.
the exact figures were difficult to
precisely, sources indicated that
of $570, $200, and $400 have turned
the latest the night of August 7.
Chief Brent Manning said this
that while no official report has
xi on the incidents, that an in-
on is definitely being conducted.
He said that while he doesn't suspect
anyone in particular in his department, he
plans potygraph tests to exonerate his
people.
Detta4 the disappearances of the other,
- two befiaSliave been elusive -as well, but
the first may have been in January of this
year, according to one source.
Manning said that stricter security
measures are being implemented in the
department, and a sign is prominent on the
radio room door, prohibiting entry by
anyone other than the radio operator, the
shift leader, and the chief.
Mayor John Ed Scott said this morning
that he doesn't have any information on
the matter, but promised full disclosure of
any developments in that area.
?Vlore Grain Deals
ntil Dispute Over
gh court orders in Texas and New
are allowing grain already pur-
y the Soviets to be loaded on ships,
he expects further impact from
ott, called by the International
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y and the maritime unions.
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am shipments for delivery to the
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sales.
has predicted sharp increases in
faod prices as a result of the
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is the certificate would be held
'ienholder until such mortgage
n satisfied," the report adds.
a law could lead to lower in-
ates on motor vehicle loans
t would lessen the risk for the
ienaers that a motor vehicle subject to
a lien would be sold." the report says.
One argument against a title law is
that it would increase the cost of
registering a vehicle.
A key question in considering a_title
law is whether titles would be ,h.sued
locally or from a central location."
Central issuance would make it
eadier to deterritine if a vehicle was
stolen, thereby discouraging auto
thefts, the report Says. Certificates also
would be harder to steal than if they
were scattered throughout 120 counties,
it adds-. —
The main disadvantage of a
0.441,61Sti40.444,̂ e• ..iistk
of the exports to the Russians.
The Agriculture secretary saide,
negotiations between the Labor Depart-
ment and the unions are continuing, as
well as discussions with the Russians. The
United States is seeking to obtain higher
shipping rates from the Russians, thereby
assuring that more U.S. ships and
American seamen will be used in making
the grain deliveries.
Until the boycott is ended and the ship-
ping rates are decided, Butz said, a projec-
ted new deal involving an estimated 8.5
million metric tons to the Soviets should be
delayed.
-"It's just too emotional an issue," he
said.
Butz said that recent food price in-
creases were unrelated to the latest grain
sales to the Soviets. He described the in-
creases as only "coincidental with the
reports of grain sales to the U.S.S.R." .
if led
tralized system is the time delay in
certifying vehicles, the report says.
Automobile dealers have claimed such
a system would hinder the quick resale
of used vehicles.
The best system for Kentucky, the
report says, may be to issue titles
locally in the same manner as present
registration certificates, but to install a
computer in each local office that would
be tied to a central office where
ownership could be verified before a
title. was issued.
• The report has been presented to a
special legislative subcommittee which
has been-studying the related issues of
titles and taxation. The members in-
clude Representatives Steven L.
Beshear, D-Lexington, chairman; W.
--Edward Whitfield,- f)-finpkinsvilie7 -and
Senator Doug Moseley R-Columbia.
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Limit One Per Family
' COUPON
Limit I Per Family
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Famils
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit '1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 per family
COUPON
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Good Only At St , reys
1 lb. 69e.
Entirts 94-75
Good Only At Storeys
64 oz. sl"
Expires 94.75
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CUTCHIN MEMORIAL PLANS—Larry Bartlett (right), landscape architect at Murray State University, explains plans for the
Carlisle Cutchin Recreational Comple on the campus to members of the Alumni Association's Carlisle Cutchin
Memorial Committee. Located on the site of-old Cutchin Stadium, the complex and a marker in memory of the late
coach and athletic director will be dedicated at 5 p.m. Friday, Oct. 3, as part of the 1975 Homecoming program. Shown
with Bartlett are (left to right): Steve Hamrick and Pat Hurley of Benton, both members of the alumni council; Dr. Ben
Humphreys of Murray and Buck Hurley of Benton, among the original promoters of the Cutchin memorial; and Mancil
Vinson, director of alumni affairs at Murray State.
Grant Awarded TolAurray State
For Local Government Assistance
A federal continuation grant of $22,000
has been awarded to Murray State
University for fiscal year 1975-76 for the
second year of a program to provide
educational assistance to local govern-
ments in Kentucky's Jackson Purchase.
Authorized , by the U. S. Office of
Education under the terms of Title I of the
Higher Education Act of 1965, the grant
provides partial financing for the project
to match skills from Murray State to
governmental needs in the eight-county
region. '
Dr. Roy Kirk, project director and
TODAY'S INDEX
One Section Today















chairman of the Department of
Management, said the purpose of the
program is to assist officials and key
personnel in local governmental units in
improving their administrative efficiency
and effectiveness.
Dr. Rex Galloway, project coordinator
and associate professor of management,
added that the program, which also in-
volves $11,968 in non-federal , support,
enables Murray State to provide a regional
service by putting campus knowledge,
skills and experience in management,
research, and teaching to work in behalf of
local governments.
Following a study to determine local
government needs, several programs
were designed and implemented during
1974-75 in the eight counties of the Jackson
Purchase—Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall and
McCracken.
Galloway said the grant renewal will be
used for additional research and the
design and implementation of training
programs both on and off the campus.
Three local government officials will
serve as an evaluation panel at the con-
clusion of the grant period. Paducah
First District Gets More SBA
Loans Than Any Other District
WASHINGTON, D. C. — U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard has an-
nounced a total of 61 Small Business Ad-
ministration loans were made to the First
District of Kentucky in fiscal year 1975
totaling $4,777,100.
Calloway County received 20 business
loans totaling $990,800.
In commenting on the statistical report
Sunny and Warm
Mostly sunny and continued warm
today, high in the upper 80s to low 90s.
Partly cloudy tonight, low in the upper 60s.
Mostly cloudy Friday with chance of
showers and thundershowers and a little
cooler, high in the mid 80s. Saturday partly
cloudy with chance of showers.
LRC
There seems to be no justification for
Kentucky's present methods of taxing
motor vehicle sales, a new study by the
Legislative Research Commission
(LRC) staff concludes.
A report by LRC staff members Edith
Schwab and Donald Roney recom-
mends that the five per cent usage tax
on new and used car sales should be on
the actual money that changes hand,-
and not on such "fictitious" standards
as "manufacturer's suggested retail
price" or "blue book value."
The report, entitled "Motor Vehicles:
Certificates of Title and Taxation," is
available upon request from the
Legislative Research Commission,
Public Information Office, State
Capitol, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
'MT mart also includes recom-
mendations on how Kentucky could
given recently to Congressman Hubbard,
SBA District Director R. B. Blankenship
stated that the First District had received
more in SBA loans than any other district
in the state.
The First District received 17 bid bonds
which amounted to $1,132,840 and eight
performance bonds were issued for a total
of $625.840.
A total of 347 SBA loans were issued in
the District totaling $17,055,900. Of these,
business loans totaled $15,638,400, disaster
home loans totaled $61,200 and economic
development loans totaled $1,356,300.
"I am grateful for the cooperation and
assi,stanceshown by the Small Business
Admii1S6ation in helping to alleviate
some of the problems and financial bur-
dens of my constituents in the First
District," Congressman Hubbard stated.
No Encephalitis
Cases Reported Here
Two cases of encephalitis, or "sleeping
sickness," have been confirmed at
Paducah but Calloway County Health
Department officials report no cases have
been reported here or in Marshall County.
A spokesman for the Kentucky Bureau
of Health Services said Wednesday that 20
possible cases of the disease have been
reported in Union County and two in
Henderson County.
Twelve suspected Ames in Louisville
remain under observation, the spokesman
said.
Encephalitis causes inflammation of the
brain and spinal cord as well as tissues
covering the organs. One variety, called
the St. Louis strain, is carried by
mosquitoes.
Symptoms include fever, severe




Management employes of the local
Tappan Company were told by plant
manager Dave Dickson to go home this
morning when their attempt to enter the
local plant was blocked by an estimated
150 members of the striking U. A. W. Local
1066.
Dickson told The Murray Ledger &
Times that the company has set up tem-
porary offices in a conference room at the
Holiday Inn.
adopt a certificate of title law for motor
vehicles.
In the section on taxation the report
reconunends that in the sale of motor
vehicles the tax should be on the ac-
tual sales price of the motor vehicle
with an allowance being made for a
trade-in."
"This would bring Kentucky's
method of taxation in line with that of
the majority of states," the report adds.
At present, a person who buys a new
car in Kentuclsy is charged five per cent
of the Manufacturer's suggeiled retail
price of the car with no allowance for a
. trade-in. On a used car the purchaser is
charged five per cent of the blue book.,
value ( the price suggested by the
National Automobile Dealers'
Association for various makes and
models of used cars.)
 ̀411131111111111MONINININIMISO'
Mayor Dolly McNutt, Calloway County
Judge Robert 0. Miller and Clinton Mayor
Lynn Lemons evaluated the 1974-75
program, which was partially supported
by the initial federal grant of $19,930.
While most of the campus personnel for
the project will come from the faculties in
the Department of Management and the
College of Business and Public Affairs,
other resource people will be used to
provide expertise in specific areas.
Murray State Enrollment
Figures At All-Time High
A fall semester enrollment report at
Murray State University, although not
final, points to an all-time high headcount
and full-time student figures that are the
highest in several years.
Based on a tabulation today, headcount
is 6.968 and, according to a "conservative
estimate" offered by Wilson Gantt, dean of
admissions and registrar, should reach
about 7,850 when final figures are
available later in the month„
With a good number of students yet to be
registered, Gantt pointed out as "ex-
tremely significant" three full-time
student figures already higher than in the
final enrollment report a year ago. He
listed these incomplete figures:
—Total full-time student enrollment of
5,689, an increase of 342 and more than 6
percent greater than the 5,347 last fall, and
the greatest number since 1971.
—Total full-time freshman enrollment of
1,934, an increase of 199 and more than 11
percent greater than the 1,735 a year ago,
and the greatest number since 1968.
—First time full-time - freshman
enrollment of 1,313, an increase of 143 and
more than 12 percent greater than the 1,170
last year, and the greatest number since
1967.
Gantt said the final headcount
enrollment in the fall of .1974 was 7,349, the
highest in the school's history until 7;355
registered for the spring semester of 1975.
He explained that final enrollment
figures will not be available at Murray
State until the Monday, Sept. 8, deadline
for on-campus registration has passed and
enrollment figures are finalized for the
Eagle University consortium at Fort
Campbell and other off-campus offerings,
Jefferson County Schools Open
Amid Absenteeism And Protests
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Jefferson
County opened its schools today under a
desegregation -program that produced
some confusion, absenteeism, and a
protest in downtown Louisville.
School officials said the busing program
generally appeared to be proceeding
smoothlz asidetrom soqie scheduling and
traffiC probrems and some isolated iri:
• . , .•
Lidents of attempted interference with
movement of buses.
Operations were shut down or curtailed
at three large plants after employes took
the day off to express their dissatisfaction
with the busing of 22,600 youngsters.
Approximately 700 demonstrators cir-
cled the Federal Building for 20 minutes„
chanting "no integration" and "damn this
court."
There were no arrests then, and U.S.
District Judge James F. Gordon's office
explained that "the march is peaceful. As
of now, there will be no arrests'." Earner:
Gordon had issued an order forbidding any
protests involving more than 100 persons.
The marchers later moved onto the
downtown mall, where they were con-
fronted by police and ordered to disperse.
- 4- your persons were arrested by city police
and a U.S. marshal made another arrest.
Some stores on the mall closed their
doors shortly after the demonstrators ap-
peared.
Six schools were evacuated after
receiving telephoned bomb threats but
Supt. E.C. Grayson said no explosives
were found and the youngstels were per-
mitted to return to classes.
Grayson said the busing program went
smoothly except for isolated incidents of
"people attempting to block buses with
their autos. This was broken up by police."
Grayson said some buses were half-
empty and attributed this in part to the
fact that "on the first day of school, a num-
ber of parents always bring their children
to school in their own cars."
He admitted, however, that absenteeism
probably would be higher than usual for an
The two Ford Motor Co. plants suspen-
ded operations almost immediately after
the normal 6:30 a.m. first shift starting
time. A spokesman at the truck plant said
38 per cent of the 1,600 work force didn't
show. And a spokesman for the auto and
truck assembly' plant, while declining to
give specific numbers, said "We didn't
have enough people to run the place."
International Harvester announced that
ft was operating with only about 55 to 60
per cent of its normal first-shift workers. It
employs 5,300 here.
- General Electric curtailed operations at
deettned-tti Sartre*
many workers were absent.
All off-days and vacations for Jefferson
County police officers were cancelled and
some 400 Louisville policemen went





Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Bond money amounting tc nearly $1,200
remains unaccounted for at City Hall,
according to sources close to the matter.
A Murray Ledger & Times investigation
has revealed the disappearance of the
bond money, in three separate incidents,
from various places within City Hall.
Although the exact figures were difficult to
pin down precisely, sources indicated that
amounts of $570, $200, and $400 have turned
up missing, the latest the night of August 7.
Police Chief Brent Manning said this
morning that while no official report has
been filed on the incidents, that an in-
vestigation is definitely being conducted.
He said that while he doesn't suspect
anyone in particular in his department, he
plans polygraph tests to exonerate his
people. , -
Dates of the disappearances giate other
two bonds have been elusive as eU, but
the first may have been in January of this
year, according to one source.
Manning said that stricter security
measures are being implemented in the
department, and a sign is prominent on the
radio room door, prohibiting entry by
anyone other than the radio operator, the
shift leader, and the chief.
Mayor John Ed Scott said this morning
that he doesn't have any information on
the matter, but promised full disclosure of
any developments in that area.
4
Butz Says No More Grain Deals
With Russia Until Dispute Over
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Agriculture
Secretary Earl L. Butz said today there
will be no further grain deals with the
Soviet Union this year until a union boycott
of the grain shipments has been settled.
Butz' statement came as Thomas W.
Gleason, president of the longshoremen's
union, threatened a sick-out unless court
orders against the boycott are withdrawn.
"An epidemic can break out on the docks
very easily," Gleason told a convention of
the Seafarers International Union, a sister
labor oranization. "My guys can get sick
as hell."
In testimony before the Senate
Agriculture Committee, Butz said, "I
think it will be advantageous on our part
and on the part of the Russians to wait
(with any further deals) until this labor
situation is settled."
Sen. Henry Bellmon, D-Okla., replied,
"It seems to me we're allowing AFL-C10
President George) Meany to set our for-
eign policy."
Although court orders in Texas and New
Orleans are allowing grain already pur-
chased by the Soviets to be loaded on ships,
Butz said he expects further impact from
the boycott, called by the International
Longshoremen's Association and endorsed
by Meany and the maritime unions.
"The real test will be when they attempt
to load Soviet or American flag bottoms,"
Butz said.
So far, only ships from third countries
have appeared in American ports to pick
up the grain shipments for delivery to the
Soviet Union, which has purchased 9.8
-Million metric tons of U.S. grain so far this
year plus another half-million remaining
from 1974 sales.
Meany has predicted sharp increases in
consumer food prices as a result of the
grain sales, but Butz repeated his own
earlier prediction of a 1.5 per cent increase
late this year and in early 1976 as a result
111111111111111INSIONNISSOleareewealtreereoro,te e.,
Motor lie
The law does allow a dealer to sub-
tract trade-in allowance from a car's
blue book value to determine the
amount on which the tax should tic
based.
Responses from 48 states t,
questionnaire indicate that Montki.
Oklahoma and South Daltota are
only other states that tax on '
manufacturer's suggested retail Tv
in the sale of a new car.
Kentucky is also in the minority in rot
making an allowance for trade-ins in
taxing new car sales, the report says
On used car sales most states tar the
actual sales price of a vehicle rather
than its book value when there is •rw
trade-in, the report. adds.
Bills or resolutions regarding a '
law have been introduced in c,
regulae session of --the -Genera-*
Assembly except on since 1956
• •
of the exports to the Russians.
'The Agriculture secretary said
negotiations between the Labor Depart-
ment and the unions are continuing, as
well as discussions with the Russians. The
United States is seeking to obtain higher
shipping rates from the Russians, thereby
assuring that more U.S. ships and
American seamen will be used in making
the grain deliveries.
Until the boycott Is ended and the ship-
ping rates are decided, Butz said, a projec-
ted new deal involving an estimated 8.5
million metric tons to the Soviets should be
delayed.
"It's just too emotional an issue," he
said.
Butz said that recent food price in-
creases were unrelated to the latest grain
sales to the Soviets. He described the in-
creases as only -coincidental with the
reports of grain sales to the U.S.S.R."
Kentucky is the only state without
such a law. Maine having enacted one
in 1973.
"Forty-nine states are convinced that
a certificate Of title is the most effective
way in which to prove ownership of a
motor vehicle," the report says.
At present, in Kentucky, a person
must present a bill of sale and a
manufacturer's certificate of origin in
order to register a new vehicle. A
previous registration slip is all that is
required to register a vehicle
previously owned by a Kentucky
resident, however.
A title law would prevent anyone
from investing in an automobile on
which there was an outstanding mor-
tgage, the report says.
"If the seller has mortgaged his
motor_ vehicle, he woad have- no eer-
tifi6ate of title to deliver to die pur-
,Wa44111E1W0MageSW4 •-•
- . •
chaser as the certificate would be held
by the lienholder until such mortgage
has been satisfied," the report adds.
Such a law could lead to lower in-
terest rates on motor vehicle loans
-since it would lessen the risk for the
lenders that .a motor vehicle subject to
a lien would be sold." the report says.
One argument against a title law is
that it would increase the cost of
registering a vehicle.
A key question in considering a title
law is whether titles would be issued
locally or from •a central location.
Central issuance would make it
easier to determine if a vehicle was
stolen, thereby discouraging auto
thefts, the report says. Certificates also
would be harder to steal than if they
were scattered throughout 120 counties,
.241-adds.-L. -
The main disadvantage of a cen-
64CW '
tralized system is the time delay in
certifying vehicles, the report says.
Automobile dealers have claimed such
a system would hinder the quick resale
of used vehicles.
The best system for Kentucky, the
report says, may be to issue titles
/ locally in the same manner as present
registration certificates, but to install a
computer in each /deal office that would
be tied to a central office where
ownership could be verified before a
title was issued.
The report has been presented to a
special legislative subcommittee which
has been studying the related issues of
titles and taxation. The members in-
clude Representatives Steven L.
Beshear, D-Le xing ton chairman: W.
Edward Whitheid. 1)41°00118%411e ;- and
Senator Doug Moseley, k-eolurnbia.
44411101624-
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Thai tirrtlying motion picturt
from th Ii rrifying I hilit Netter.
PG MAY 11100 INTENS1 FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN
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"SHAMPOO"
"The Trial of Billy Jack"
& "Billy Jack"
The long haul trucker's story
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A.J. Marshall, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Marilynn Redden, Rt. 3,
Murray, Dru M. McWayne, Rt.
3, Benton, Mrs. Ida Mae
Stunson, No. 51 Riveria Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Jean H. Bennett,
1316 Poplar, Murray, Mrs.
Dottie K. Jordan, 1509
Sycamore, Murray, Miss Vicki
E. Windsor and Baby Girl, Box
53, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Rena
Thompson and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Benton, Carney Andrus, 1303
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Auda






Miss Wilma D. Oakley, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Mrs. Jane Edwards, Rt.
8, Benton, Gene E. Thomason,
Rt. 1-Box 300, Tennessee Ridge,
Tn., Mrs. Martha J. Overby, Rt.
8-Box 28, Murray, Mrs. Elaine
E. Etherton, Box 3427-Murray,
Mrs. Gloria F. Brown, 405 S.
• 2nci., Murray, Mrs. Ladonna L.
Boyd and Baby Girl, Moble
Home Village, Murray, Mrs.
June S. Gibson and Baby Boy,
Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs. Deborah A.
Shekell and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Box 47, Murray, Miss Dianna L.
May, Rt. 5, Box 690, Murray,
Bun L. Ray, Fern Terrice Ldg.,
Murray, Mrs. Mayme B.
Thompson, 305 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Jewel H. Parks,
625 Ellis Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Lora L. Lyles, Rt. 1, Hardin.
'-BOSPlffrACVAVENT—
Bill Kadin of Murray has




Haley Family Holds Reunion At
Stewart Pavilion; Dinner Served
The family of the late Mr. and
Mrs. John Haley all met
together on Sunday, August 31,
at the pavilion at the Stewart
Cemetery between Almo and
Dexter.
This was the first time the
family had all met together
since 1961. Present were the six
children, grandchildren, and
great grandchildren and their
A basket lunch was served to
the sixty persons present.
Those from out of town
present were Mrs. Mary Alice
Gream, Kenny, Becky, and
Ronnie Gream, Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Gene Gream and son,
Jeff, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Morris
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Driver and Christy, Mr. and
Mrs. George Haley and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Haley, and
Dot Haley.
Local persons attending were
Mrs. Lucille Haley, Mr. and
Mrs. James White and Rhonda,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Haley,
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Tyler,
Ronnie Tyler, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Tyler, Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Birdsong, Danny Bird-
song, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Birdsong, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rob
Haley and Lena, Allan Haley,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Haley,
Luann, Lyn Haley, Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Haley and Larrie,
Jimmy Haley, Brad Haley, Mr.
and Mrs. Guss Haley, Mary Nell
Haley, and John and Jessie
Crosby.
*my Ski** Club MembesT And
Wkes Attend Ceremoniet Rade
Members of the Murray
Shrine Club and their wives
• attended the Southeastern
Ceremonial held August 21 to 23
at Orlando, Fla.
They were Mr. and Mrs. Jack-
Persall, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
M. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Edsel
Beale and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Norwine, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Tb%4P91.1tAIL.40d.
Mrs. Harlan Ford and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Wilson and
family, William E. Moffett,
Potentate of Rizpah Temple,
MURRAY Ai
and wife, Ruth, and Leroy Todd.
The Murray group stayed at
Holiday Inn there and were
joined by Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Weeks, formerly of Murray now
residing in-Winter Garden, Fla.
While there the Shrine group
toured Disney World, Sea
World, and Cape Ken-
nedy. Before returning toil
Murray 110ys. Jytke.r„.
vffited ivith ail& Mrs.




the LK Wisp Of Airramearre
"Enriched- wain p,oducts
are good buys, according to
UK Extension foods speciai•
ists These are products that
have had vitamins and miner-,.
-els adcied to replace some of
the nutrients iernoved by the
milling process, ani, thee
fore otter more vitamins arid
minerals for your money than
the nonenoched OduCta
Look for the word en
riched” when you buy rice,
macaroni, noodles, hamburg
er buns, hot dog Duns, Dreads,




Stir enoguh heavy cream to
thin two cups creamed cottage
cheese slightly. Add a variety of
finely chopped or grated fresh
vegetables of your choice.
Radishes, cucumbers, carrots,
green peppers and green onions
are good. Stir in chopped
toasted walnuts. Season with
freshly ground black pepper
and a dash of dill weed, salting
to taste as needed. Good with
fresh vegetable relishes or
chips.
Wedding Vows Read At Salem Church
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Stewart
Miss LaRhea Miller,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe H.
Miller, and Ricky Stewart, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William
 Laik
marriage in a double ring
ceremony read in the summer
wedding at the Salem Baptist
Church with Rev. Virgil
Blankenship officiating.
To provide a beautiful setttng -
for the exchange of the vows,
large baskets of blue, pink, and
white flowers were placed on
pedestals on either side of the
archway that was adorned with
greenery. The unity candle was
beneath the arch, and the brass
tree candelabra were on each
side.
As the guests entered the
church, they signed the guest
register at which Miss Dana
Miller, cousin of the bride,
presided. Donnie Miller and
Garry Miller, brothers of the
bride, and Max Dowdy, brother-
in-law ol_.the groom, were
ushers. -
The -family pews were
marked with pink and blue satin
bows.
Ron Hampton, organist and
soloist, presented a program of
nuptial music. Selections in-
cluded ''Love Song," "Portrait
of My Love," "Wedding Song,"
"Someday, Somewhere," "Ode
To Joy," and "0 Perfect Love."
He sang The Gift of Love" and
"To Be Touched As One." The
traditional wedding marches
were used for the processional
and the recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar tiy her father, was given in
marriage by her parents. She
looked radiant in her gown of
tiered organza and lace skirt
attached to a fitted bodice
featuring a sheer yoke outlined
in lace and topped with a high
neckline of lace. The waist
length veil was of organza,
crowned with three white roses
of the same material.
in-law of the groom. Mrs. Inez
Cooper, Mrs. Marie Jewell, and
Mrs. Pauline Wainscott, aunts
of the bride, and Miss Jean
COMMUNITY
1114.3:04,
amiss- *- CAT E NDAR
Thursday, September 4
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30p. in. at the church.
Kirksey Baptist Church
Women will meet at the church
at seven p. m.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at the Lodge Hall at
eight p. in.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
the Library at seven p. m.
Murray State University
Women's Society will have a
welcome coffee and
organizational meeting in the
lobby of Ordway Hall at 7:30 p.
m. Susie Malone is president.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma will meet at the
Community Center on Ellis
Drive at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, September 5
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church with Ten-
nessee Outland, Katie Overcast,
and Velma Rose in charge of the
arrangements.
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be at
9:30 a. m. and for Murray
Senior Citizens to Roses and
Friday, September 5
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have a fish fry at the
Murray City Park at six p. m.
for members and interested
members and families. Each is
to bring dessert and table
service. For information call
753-8072.
Orientation program for
Murray State office personnel
will he in the MSU Nursing
Building Auditorium with
sessions at ten a. m. and 1:30 p.
m.
Recognition dinner for local
government officials and area
development district s.affs in
West Kentucky will be at the
ballroom, Waterfield Student




office personnel, sponsored by
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association and
Murray State University, will
be at Nursing Building
auditorium from 8:30 a. m. to
three p. m. Lunch at $3.75 will
be in Waterfield Student Union
ballroom.
Saturday, September 6
Household shower for Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Love and four
children whose home and
contents were destroyed by fire
will be held at the Ellis Corn-
She  rirrie4PatiQlallet-.9f downtown will ..,n41.1•14/-&entfia.A.t 2'39-
carnations, blue and pink
daisies, and baby's breath with
white satin streamers tied in
love knots. She wore a dainty
gold necklace belonging to her
Mother.
Miss Vicky Butterworth,
maid of honor, and Miss Sandy
Farris, bridesmaid, wore
identical dresses of aqua blue
satin-back crepe with empire
waistlines. They each carried
large white mums with pink and
blue streamers tied in love
knots.
Don Stewart, brother of the
groom, served as best man. The
assisted in serving.
The reception table was
covered with a blue cloth
overlaid with white lace and
centered with an arrangement
of Pink snapdragons, blue
daisies, and lilies of the valley
flanked by pink candles.
Highlighting the three tiered
wedding cake were pink roses
and white wedding bells. The
cake was topped with a
miniature bride and groom
statuette. Cake, punch, pastel
mints, and nuts were served
from crystal appointments.
The junior ushers, Gene
groomsman was Anthony Dowdy and • Jeff Dowdy,Webb nephews of the groom, passed
rice bags to the guests from
fancy baskets.
When the couple left for a
short wedding trip, the bride
chose to wear a blue pantsuit
accented with her mother's
corsage.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Krewson,
Chicago, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Tutt, Maynard, Ark.;
Deanna West, Lexington; Mrs.
Doris Yarboro and son, Ross,
Glinda, Wendy, and Christi
Warren, George Griffin,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Waggoner,
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. David
Lewis, Memphis, Tenn.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. William Stewart
entertained the wedding party
following the rehearsal with a
dinner at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The bridal couple chose this
time to present their attendants
with gifts as mementoes of the
occasion.
The ring bearers were Ross
Yarboro and James -Dowdy,
nephews of the groom. They
carried the rings on small fancy
blue heart shaped pillows
trimmed with tiny white love
bicds in whose mouths were the
ribbons to which the rings were
attached.
The bride's mother chose to
wear a street length dress of
rose pink polyester with a
pleated skirt and pink lace
bodice. The mother of the
groom wore an embossed white
and silver crepe street length
dress. Both mothers had cor-
sages of white carnations tied
with ribbons the colors of their
accessories.
Reception
The bride's parents were
hosts for the reception held at
the fellowship hall of the
church.
The receptionists were Mrs.
Betty Dowdy and Mrs. Doris
Yarboro, sisters of the groom,
and Mrs. Jackie Stewart, sister-
Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
..,Nosiern Dee 9-9 Weekdays Shoe Repair Dept
1-fi Sunday
sale safe sate
15°0 Liquidation Sale is going on now at Vernon's We
are going to remodel store to better serve you, our
customer Most merchandise at ' 2 off.
Much at less than ' '2 price.
Nothing at regular price.
Prizes will be Given Away. .
450°° Bedroom Suite
400°° Saddle -Tappan Range
Plus 7 Other Prizes
Boot & Shoe Department
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Has to Sleep With Dad
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My brother's wife recently died leavinghim with a 13-year-old daughter.
When the child feels unhappy. afraid or lonely, or whenthere are houseguests and a shortage of beds, her fatherallows her to sleep with him. (This occurs every two weeks.)He says he doesn't want her to grow up remembering thather father made her stay alone at night when she was blue orupset. He worries about her emotional security as she hasdemonstrated a fear of losing her parents since she wasadopted as an infant.
The recent death of her mother was very traumatic forher.
Could you or your readers offer some experiences thatwould enlighten this father or me?
SIS
DEAR S1S: Under NO circumstances should aI3-year-old girl be sleeping with her father. In fact, mypsychiatric consultants state that beyond the age of four, nochild should sleep with • parent of the opposite sex. If yourbrother tries to justify his actions, he desperately needsprofessional help.
No doubt he is also lonely, but substituting his daughterfor his wife (which he could unconsciously be doing) is sick.
DEAR ABBY: We are the patents of a 1-year-olddaughter. We both work and do not plan on having anymore children.
How do you feel about raising an only child? I am tired ofhearing that it's "unfair" to our daughter to be raised as anonly child.
We feel that as long as she gets plenty of love anddiscipline she vtiLlpe.allsj&ht.,. Hu& .y.nuAlay. tuaListica a
OpPOse raring an only child?
TULSA PARENTS
DEAR PARENTS: Don't look for statistics. You havethe right idea.
DEAR ABBY: Recently I had dinner at an expensiverestaurant and the total bill (for eight people) came to $60.When the waiter handed me the bill he whispered, "A 10per cent tip is not included in the bill."
Is it proper for a waiter to try to hustle a tip this way? Hecaught me off guard.
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: It was not only -improper" but agood way for the waiter to lose his job. You would have donehim a favor had you warned him of the consequences.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please. _
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr..
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long,
self-addressed, stamped ( 20e ) envelope.
PERSOIALS X
VISITING HERE
Mrs. Herman Cooper of
Dearborn, Mich., is the guest of
her sister, Mrs. C. E. Jones and
Mr. Jones.
HOLIDAY GUESTS
Dr. and Mrs. John Thomas
Murdock and sons, Rick and
Larr), and daughter, Cindy, of
Middleton, Wisconsin, were the
holiday weekend guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Murdock and Mrs. John Work-
man.
VISITORS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Biggins of Chapel Hill, N. C.,
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Biggins and
son, Rick, of Memphis, Tenn.,
were the weekend guests of'
their mother, Mrs. Neva
Biggins. The Memphis family
were also guests of her mother,
Mrs. Addle Crass. The Biggins'
families all attender the
Riggins Reunion held at
Brandon Springs in the Land
Between The Lakes on Sunday
with 294 persons present.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn of
Atlanta, Ga., were the holiday
guests of their mothers, Mrs.
Ballet Dunn and Mrs. John
Workman, and other relatives.
Also guests in the Dunn homes
were Mr. and Mrs. Wilford








Margaret Blalock from the
Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk's office will speak to the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens at the Ellis
Community Center at 10:30 a.
m. on Tuesday, September 9.
Mrs. Blalock will explain how
to obtain an official iden-
tification card from the Circuit
C,our leirk's office for cashing




Mrs. Garland Gives Program At
Meeting Held At Higgins' Home
Mrs. Genets Higgins opened
her borne for the meeting of the
Baptist Women of West Fork
Church held on Tuesday,
August 19, at 7:30 p.m.
"Rural Urban Work in
Kentucky" was the subject of
the program led by Mrs. Cozy
Garland who was assisted by
Mesdames Larue Sledd, Anna
Usrey, Gladys Gupton, Genets
Higgins, and Joan Turner,
members, and Miss Penny
Higgins, visitor.
The prayer calendar was
presented by Mrs. Anna Usrey.
The group voted to take part
in "Christmas In August"




The Baptist Young Women of
the Spring Creek Baptist
Church held their regular
August meeting at the church
with Patty Harris presiding.
Members recited the wat-
chword. Margaret Greer read
the call to prayer with Edna
Butler leading in prayer. Vicki
Vied gave the treasurer's
report.
Three new members
welcomed to the club were
Yvette Pyle, Marylan Wyatt,
and Edna Butler. As a custom,
each new member was given a
year's subscription of ,the
group's 'magazine.
Brenda Darnell presented the John BrinkleL_a_sophomotre,L.
-lesmfren leader
needed materials to various
home missions.
The women will observe the
week of prayer on September 9
at one p.m at the home of Larue
Sledd and on September 16 at





closing prayer was led by
Yvette Pyle. Also present was
Martha Letterman.
An informal choir practice
was held after the meeting.
The group will meet Monday,
September 8, at the church.
Bonus CA‘C,oupons are being
collected by the Calloway
County High School Beta ClUb.
The money from the coupons
will be given to the Norton's
Children's Hospital in
Louisville.
Students will be canvassing
the Murray-Calloway County
area within the first two weeks
of September to collect coupons
and to inform residents of the
project. If you are interested in
helping the club, call one of the
following after 4:00 p.m.: Vicki
Weatherford, 753-7259; Mrs.




The Calloway County High
School Beta Club met Thursday,
August 28 at the Murray City
Park for a planning picnic. At
this meeting many activities
and special projects were
discussed and finalized.
who will represent the new
members on the executive
council.
Campaign plans were made
for Renee Tobey who is running








Pantsuiting . a great fall sport! Ever been
pantsuitingt Come to Bright's and try; your
hand at it! You'll bag some beauties with no
effort at all. Choose from Bright's easy•care
collection of polyesters and wool blends. .
two, three and four-piece outfits from which
to choose! Come and do a little pantsuiting at
Bright's soon.. just for the sport of it!
junior, missy, half-sizies; 32.00 to 136.00
.r• at v
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snow and the cold
with this chill-chasing


















STYLES: Sheer & Sandell oat and Tummy Control
& Support Pantyhose; as Irmee-H1 Stockings
sad Girdle-Top pantyhose. Buy and Save!
Regular 1.25, NOW 1.00 a pair,
you save 25 cents a pair
Regular 1.75, NOW 1.48 a pair,
you save 40 cents a pair
Regular 2.50, NOW 2.00 a pair,
you save 50 cents a pair
Regular 3.00, NOW 2.40 a pair,
you save 60 cents a pair
Regular 4.95, NOW 3.95 a pair,
you save 1.00 a pair
Regular 5.00, NOW 3.95 a pair,
you save 1.05 a pair
Reg. 5.95, NOW 4.75


















Jump into fashion pants and jeans for a
super new look this fall. And, they can
be found at Brp,tit's, your fashion leader in
Western Kentucky! Browse hrough out sensa-
tional collection of the mo wanted styles in
corduroy, polyester, rayon, acrylic and super




{ Published ByWalter L. Apperson, publisher MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc.The Murray Ledger & TimesR. Gene McCutcheon, editor
rditortals and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
thr purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
iiions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
Loulionated articles are encouraged
fle editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to bout
Timiunated articles to only those which parrallei the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readmit who do nol agree with an editorial six( ur
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to resp.nd
with their feelings en the peetkular Mos being discussed




Two news articles, one in the best of any nearby county.
yesterday's Murray Ledger & That's a good sign in anybody's
Times and one in today's issue, book.
should be extremely encouraging And couple that statistic with
to local citizens. the fact that total full-time
student enrollment at MSU is overYesterday's story revealed that
six per cent greater than last fall,Calloway County's unem-
freshman class enrollment is upployment picture is looking
11 per cent, and the totalbrighter and today's issue reports 
enrollment ligure is con-that preliminary enrollment 
servatively expected to top thefigures at Murray State Univer- 
previous record by almost 500sity point to an all-time high num-
students.ber of students attending the
Any way you look at it, it soundsuniversity,
good for our community and we
The Kentucky Department of - expect Murray and Calloway
Human Resources statistics in- County to be the frontrunner in
dicate that Calloway County's 5.0 the area in climbing out of the




These days, our writers have scores of other examples of bad
Garrott 's Galley
Parkway Tolls Are Not Bad,
Just Principle
By M. C. Garrott
Norman Hood and his family soon will be
moving to Owensboro where he has ac-
cepted a sales territory with the V. K.
Anderson Company, which sells windows
and other building supplies to hardware
stores and lumber yards around the
country.
His boss is a fellow by the name of Bill
Pruden, who also has a wide reputation as
a practical joker. Few of his friends have
escaped the brunt of his pranks. Nor, have
the members of his family.
Not long ago, Pruden, his wife,
Charleen, and his mother-in-law were
driving west from Elizabethtown along the
West Kentucky Parkway when he
remarked:
-Charleen, how about driving a little
while? Your mother can get in the front
seat with you and I'll stretch out on the
back seat and take a nap." They pulled to
one side of the road and the switch was
made.
rleen had driven very little on toll
raa and interstates and wasn't too
knowledgeable in the toll collection
procedures. They had gone a few miles
down the road when Pruden raised up
from the back seat and said to his wife,
"Charleen, we'll be coming to another toll
station in a little while. When you drive up
to it just tell the fellow at the window that
you have already paid at the last place."
Shortly afterwards, she drove up to the
ton station, one calling for a 50-cent toll,
Of The Thing
on down the parkway, but not before his
wife had admonished the baffled toll
collector by saying, :•And I can assure you,
sir, that you haven't heard the last of
this!"
A little farther down the road, Pruden
could contain himself no longer and burst
out in laughter. Looking back over her
shoulder and suddenly realizing what had
taken place, Mrs. Pruden exclaimed:
"William Pruden! If that was another of
your practical jokes...!
No doubt, that toll collector went home
talking to himself that night.
+++++
One of the goals most Rotarians strive
for is perfect attendance at their weekly
meetings. We have Rotarians in Murray
like Ronald Churchill, Forrest Priddy,
Gene Schanbacher and others with perfect
attendance records as long as your arm.
This is one of the major objectives of E'd
Chrisman, who took over as president of
the Murray club July 1. He wants to, im-
prove the club's attendance record. It's not
the best in the district. Of the 100 or so
members, 20 or so always are absent each
week. Four successive absences without a
good reason can get a fellow dropped from
the roll. So far, that hasn't happened.
A couple of weeks ago, Ed was stressing
regular attendance and trying to deter-
mine how many members would be
present for the luncheon meeting the
following Thursday. That was the day of a




U.S. See. Maher -Dee" Naddiestee (D)
339/ Dirties Mellon
Westriagtee, D. C. 20510
U. I. See, Moodie!! N. Feed (D)
4121 Daises Beading
Weeleingtee, D. C. 20510
Correll Illebberd. Jr. (0)
423 Cum Meese Office krildire
Weebbiglea, D. C. 20515
All U S Senotors and Representatives
may reoched by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of
tidal of your choice
State Level
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Vanishing Nickel
Another of New York City's
traditions fell by the wayside
when the city abandoned the
nickel fare on the Staten Island....-tersaketrerarrErigntram -gott -------nreltffavrthrtker 40' the'ltert-of hrtt-terrfr: A rregfreow''
hors fl'ouevres, jarneers for jar-
in for such things as ordeurs for Question is whether
to be language or "slanguage."..
English is Mrs. Pruden said to the collector, "We
atpaid at the last station."
"Yes, I know, mam," the man said, his 
ference and luncheon also was scheduled
the stadium. It was the first day of the
Racers' football practice.
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_ 
present the following Thursday, Bill
lem confronting New York. But
dinieres, conscious for con-
science, fonction for function, con-
volutions. for convulsions, and
Any Words?
Chapel Hill Mayor Howard Lee,
before adjourning the Town
Board meeting on a "sludge"
problem, remarked, "Are there
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The Murray Ledger it Times is published
every afternoon •xcept Sundays July 4 Chris t-
MOS Day New Year's Day and Thonksgiying by
Murray Newspopers, Inc. 103 N 4th St
Murray. Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Raid of Murray try
42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers 52 25 per month. payable ,n advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton Har-
din Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington Ky and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn . 512 50 per
year By moil to other destinations 527 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press
Association and Stuthern Newspaper
Publishers Association
astonishment clearly visible on his face
—W. E. Horner in the and his hand poised over the toll chute in
Sanford (N. C.) Herald case she needed change. "But you have to
pay here again, too. The toll is 50 cents if
you are going through."
"Oh, we are going through all right,"
Mrs. Pruden said, "but you don't un-
derstand: I said we paid for this one back
t the last "a one.
"No, mam," the perplexed collector
replied. "You don't understand. You paid
at that station, I'm sure, but you have to
pay again at this one."
+++++
About this time, Pruden raised up from
the back seat and said:
"Aw, Charleen, go ahead and give the
man 50 cents and let's get going. It's only
half-a-dollar. Don't make a big deal of it."
"I know it's only half-a-dollar William "
she snapped, "but it's the principle of the
thing. We've already paid back at the
other station, and I don't think we should
pay again."
The toll collector couldn't believe what
he was seeing and hearing, Norman said
with tears of laughter rolling down his
cheeks as he told the story. Pruden finally
rolled down the rear window, handed the
man a couple of quarters-'and they drove
Understanding Alcoholism
Drinking Among The Elderly
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
health, financial difficulties, • lieving that it makes them
and boredom
The problem is identifying
these people, who have been
edged out of the mainstream
of daily activities by a youth-
oriented society, and then pro-
viding them with the special
treatment and attention they
need.
It is sometimes the case
. that a family is able to detect
a drinking problem in an el-
derly member, but out of re-
luctance to show disrespect,
remains silent. Some families
actually encourage drinking
among elderly members, be-
Advancing years for elderly
people can be among the most
gratifying of their lives The
satisfaction and feeling of ac-
complishment one experi-
ences, for instance, as he
watches his family grow and
mature serve to fulfill a basic
human need
Thousands of older citizens
turn to alcohol, however, and
it is not at all difficult to un-
derstand why. Uriortunately,
for a certain portion of the
older population, these years
are clouded by depression re-
sulting from loneliness, poor
{Let's Stay Well 
' Uproar Over Noise
Control In Industry
easier to deal with
Much support has recently
been given to the view that
proper treatment administered
to older problem drinkers
yields highly favorable results.
In fact, some doctors claim
that older alcoholic .persons
seem more responsive than the
younger alcoholics() they have
treated Many of these elderly
people stop drinking as soon
as they become involved in
treatment. or find a sympa-
thetic ear for their other
problems.
In an effort to alleviate the
deficiencies in making treat-
ment available to older prob-
lem drinkers, the Federal
Government has begun to in-
clude older problem drinkers
as a special target group for
treatment programs and other
aid.
A survey sponsored by the
National Institute on Alcohol
and Alcohol Abuse is now
underway to identify the ex-
tent of the problem as the
first step in the direction of
meeting the special needs of
these, people.
A vigorous debate has been
taking place in Washington. D.
C.. over the Labor Department's
regulations proposed to control
the noise level in industry.
Union representatives have
been arguing for lower noise
levels to protect workers from
job-related deafness, while in-
dustry has been contending that
cast of such noise abatement
would be excefsive, resulting in
bankruptcy, for many industries.
Treatment and compensation
for hearing damage in workers
in the United States at present is
estimated at $12 billion, and
modification in equipment and
processing to the required lower
noise levels is estimated at $31
billion.
Quoted recently in The Wall
--STrWe't Tante' BOV'tr
• Director of Standards for the
departments Occupationil
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
Safety and Health Administra-
tion (OSHA) said, "It's got to be
the broadest standard we've
ever proposed. When you -talk
about noise, you're touching ev-
ery workplace in America."
The controversy began in Oc-
tober 1974. when OSHA decided
to continue the regulation to
limit noise to the present decibel
limit (about that heard in a sub-
way station), a level which has
not been widely enforced since
OSHA began in 1971 but which it
now proposes toejlectuate by in-
sisting on the k ing of noise
record's by industry and by
periodically testing the hearing
of workers.
Alterations in_plant design and
modifications in equipment are
the principal measures to be
--tried7-rstirr-tran-rar-ptugs
(t her - ear -pelotective devices to
be worn by workers
The debate has been inten-
sified because the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (EPA)
desires to bring the noise to even
a 4ower-e5selecibetitivrti about-
that heard at the intersection of
two busy streets). M_any busi-
nesses contend that medical evi-
dence is sketchy regarding job-
related hearing-loss, that it can-
not be differentiated from deaf-
ness due to noise exposure at
places other than work, and that
it cannot be distinguished from
normal loss of hearing associ-
' ated with aging.
Q: Mrs G. R. has ,Lxpressecl
worry that VietnamesWefuge
will transmit various contagious
diseases among the American
people.' _—
A. Health, Education, and
. Welfare-has sent specialats from
BLASINGAME
its Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta to the various refugee
camps to supervise health scr-
rerung. The state of health of the
Irfettfarnese was found to be gen-
erally good, and the risk to the
American people of the transfer
of communicable disease from
the refugees is minimal, if not
nonexistent.
Q: Mrs K. N. wants to know
what is the "seven-year itch" and
if it really lasts that long. I
A. Itching is really a worry
and seems to last a long time. In
truth, there is no such illness as
"seven-year itch." The ,slang
term probably Applies to prsis-
tent cases of scabim caused by a
mite which burrows into the skin
_Inti,proctuces an...a.bing_seasa.
non Scabies res. poncLs promptly
these days to appropriate treat-
rnentik.
Furgerson, Murray State's head football
coach, held up his hand as did a number of
faculty and staff members at the
University. It looked as if more would be
absent than present.
In a tone slightly tinted with cynicism,
Ed singled out the coach and asked: "Bill
Furgerson, are you saying you won't be
here next Thursday?"
-That's right, Mr. President,"
Furgerson replied, "but I'll be sure and
bring an excuse from my mother."
it does illustrate the fact to New
Yorkers, and hopefully to others,
that unnecessary municipal sub-
sidies are joining the ranks of the
dodo bird.
It also illustrates the truth of
the classic homily that a penny
saved is a penny earned. Even in
New, York enough quarters
eventually will total $8 billion.
Bible Thought
My little children, let us not love
in word, neither in tongue; but in
deed and in truth. I John 3:18.
The saying "I love you" is easy
and quick. But the acting out of
that expression of love sometimes




The Tigers of Murray High Schocl
opened their 196b football season with a
win over Crittenden County High School.
The score was 28 to 0.
Bishop Ellis Finger, Jr., of the Nash-
ville, Tenn., area Methodist Churches will
speak Sunday at the South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church,
Mrs. Dan Hutson spoke on "How To
Sabotage Junior's Teacher" at the
meeting of the Carter School Parent-
Teacher Association, according to Mrs
Dewey Lampkins, Jr., president.
Golden wedding anniversaries will be
observed by Mr. and Mrs. Montie Wicker
of Paducah on September 12 and by Mr.
and Mrs. R. M. Pollard of Harrodsburg on
September 18.
20 Years Ago
The Murray City Police made a raid
inside the city limits on the night of Sep-
- -C9MIZeT.3-41d 9.12,-WWEI4-large43.111914111-21
. whiskey. Forty-five half pints, one fifth,
and a quantity of beer were found in what
is believed to be the biggest haul made in
recent years.
Rob Hine of the Murray City Street
Department told the City Council that
paving would begin next week on streets
that had been prepared. Residents will pay
two-thirds and the city one-third of the
cost.
Twenty-nine freshmen gridders were
among the 97 who turned out for opening
football practice at Murray State on
September 1, according to Coach Fred
Faurot.
Lt. and Mrs. James L. Morrill, Jr., of
Smyrna, Tenn., are the parents of a baby
boy, Michael Bruce, born on August 30.
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You can stop Worrying Federal law now permits yfou to have your
about a lost or stolen Social Security check sent directly from the
Social Security check. Treasury Department to the bank and to
have, it deposited directly into your checking
or savings account. Merely fill out form
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Hike Stephenson Robbie Hibbard, Lindy Soifer, Bo McDougal, Tony Tharmanel, Tony Boone, Pat McMillen, David Mollsinger, Greg Thompson, Mgr
John Hind, Head Coach, Randy Orr, Tim toe, Si. Chadwick, KWh Taws Paul Robertson, Todd Harrison Ken Adams, Danny Richerson. Kell
Perkins
Claude Johnson, Kerry Thompson. Barry Wells, David Kennedy, Ti* Garland, Donnie Winchester. Roger Conon, Greg Garland Bob Thurman, Jerry
itunyon Mgr
Alvin Parham, Jerry Jones, Tomy Rimless, Richie Richerson. Kevin Shako, Mateo lacberetti, David (Obey, Greg Vaughn Larry Watkins, Mgr , Keith
Cartwright.
Lane Itidweli, &relies %aphis. Tim Harrell. Lindsey Hudspeth. Eddie Rollins, Darrell Foster. Andy Ryan, Mark Vinson, Andy Harrell, Jim Irby Coach
Tommy lamer.
Coach Rick Fisher, Coach Carl Will,,, Coach Mark Brady. Craig Klein. Robert Whihner, Frank Gilliam, Greg McReynolds, Tim Shelton Ron Hooks
Terry Grogan. Coach lie Karma.
KICK-OFF
8:00 p.m., Friday, September 5
at Reidland High School
Murray High
TIGERS




















At No Extra Cost
E. Chestnut 7v1- .;o1.:
Best Pizzas
in Ky.
















If no answer 753-3303
753-6177_
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Cecil Cooper Had Feeling And
It Proved Right, Royals Win
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Cecil Cooper had this feeling,
and about an hour later he sent
the Baltimore Orioles reeling.
Cooper, a young batting star
who has been overlooked in the




'The Murray High Black
and Gold Marching Band,
Kentucky's representative
to the Orange Bowl this
year, will make its 1975
debut Friday -night.
The band will perform at
halftime of the Murray
High-Reidland football
game which will begin at 8
p. m. at Reidland.'
In addition to the
majorettes and flag corps,
a new feature has been
added to the format this
year which prarn Jo.4g
me thebetter.
The TigerBand will now be .4
sporting a rifle corps.
The first home ap-
pearance for the Black and
Gold Marching Band will
be a week from Friday
when Murray High opens
its home season in Holland !..`
Stadium with a ontest
against Henry County.
sensations Fred Lynn and Jim
Rice, got the notion late in
Tuesday night's Alnerican
League East showdown • bet-
ween the Red Sox and the
Baltimore Orioles that
something big was going to
happen.
"I'm not a home run hitter,"
says Cooper. "But I was in the
clubhouse about the seventh or
eighth inning and I told Reggie
Cleveland and Luis Tiant that I
was going to hit one.
"I just felt like I would."
He did, and he picked the
right time for it. Cooper's blast
leading off the 10th inning broke
up a sparkling pitching duel
between Boston's Rick Wise and
Baltimore's Jim Palmer and
gave the Red Sox a 3-2 victory,
stretching their lead over the
Orioles to seven games.
Cooper now has 13 home runs,
but he didn't hit No. 1 until June
27. Normally a first baseman,
he's batting .352 as Boston's
designated hitter, and that's
aps among the league's DHs.
Wise, rneanwnile, scattered
eight pil  arid_ did no,t, agur,
walk in raising rilirecord to 18-
8. He is 11-2 since June 22, and
has provided the pitching spark
for Boston's pennant drive.
_Palmer held the Red Sox
hitless for 4 2-3 innings and
finished with a seven-hitter,
striking out 10.
Yankees 8, Tigers 0 ,










































































































































game of the season for the
Yankees, and Thurman Munson
backed him with four runs
batted in, including a two-run
homer.
- Hunter needs only one more
victory to become the third man
in AL history .to win 20 or more
games "- five consecutive
seasons, joining Hall of Famers
Walter Johnson and Lefty
Grove.
Indians 11, Brewers 3
Buddy Bell knocked in two
runs with a home run and a
single and Duane Kuiper
capped a four-run ninth inning
with a bases-loaded single to
pace the Indians. Fritz
Peterson, 11-7, was tagged for
10 hits in six innings but posted
his seventh consecutive victory.
Royals 5, White Sox 4
Al Cowens belted a two-run
triple in the 10th inning to give
Kansas City its victory. John
Mayberry and George Brett
homered for KC, Jorge Orta for
the White Sox. Mayberry's
homer was his 30th.
'Rangers 5, Angels 4
Tom Grieve belted his 12th
71drifer"Alk1
runs to help Texas beat the
Angels, who suffered another
blow when it was announced
that pitching star Nolan Ryan
would prbbably have to undergo
surgery to remove bone chips
from his right elbow. Ryan, who
has complained of stiffness for
the past eight days, was sup-
posed to start tonight but has




federal judge ruled that all
college football teams will be-
allowed to field 60 players,
rather than the 48 proposed by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association for the visiting
team.
New Job
OAKLAND ( AP)-Syd Thrift,
who formerly worked with the
scouting departments o: the
Kansas City Royals an,_ Pitt-
sburgh Pirates, was named
Wednesday as Oakland A's
director of minor league
operations and special
assignments.
Thrift, 46, worked the past
three baseball seasons with the
Royals' organization but was
released this spring. He will join
the A's Saturday.
John Claibrone, 36, resigned
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San Diego 10, Atlanta 9
Philadelphia 6, Montreal 3
Cincinnati 13, Ins Angeles 2
Pittsburgh 3, New York 1
ancago 11, St. Louis 6
San Francisco 9, Houston 4
Dimsday'. Gown
San Diego (Strom 5-51 at Atlanta
Niekro 14-12 ), n
Los Angeles (Rau 12-91 at Cincinnati-145—So:7 ---4-Nerr5ma5 94 -
Sun Francisco (Mcedefusco 15-7) at
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Oaklapd 82 55 .599
Kansas ('it 75 61 551 6`x
Texas 68 71 489 15
Minnesota 65 70 481 16
Chicago 66 77 .478
California • 63 75 .457 19'i
U—,.oimy's t,wwIWo
Boston 3, Baltimore 2. 10 innings
New York 8, Deotrit 0
Cleveland 11, Milwaukee 3
Kansas City 5, Chicago 4, 10 innings
Texas 5, California 4 ,
Only games scheduled i
noonday', Goon
Kansas City (Splittorff 7-8) at Chicago
Kra vec 0-0) TENNIS
Boston (Tient 15-12) at Baltimore FOREST HILIS, N. Y.-Torre! 16-7 ), n
New York May 11-10) at Detroit ( Bare Chris Evert routed Kerry
Reds Sprinkle Salt To Dodger
Wounds, Cardinals Lose Again
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Cincinnati tteds are




lAUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Here are this week's selectiont
for the Associated Press Ken-
tucky High School Football poll,
with first place votes and total
points in parantheses: State
Class AAAA
1. Ashland ( 7-47)
2. Owensboro (4-45)
3. Lexington Henry Clay (1)-Ii-)
Bowling Gren ( 0-19) ( tie)
5. Lexington Tales Creek (0-15)
Also receiving votes: Bryan
Station ( 0-12), Hopkinsville ( 0-
10 ), Madisonville (0-7). Dixie
Heights ( 0-2), Boyd County ( 0-
11.
Jefferson County Class AAA A .
1. Bishop David (4-23)
2. St. Xavier (144)
3. Trinity (0-16)
4. Fairdale ( 0-8) N
5. DeSales ( 0-4)
Also receiving votes: Western
( 0-3).
Class A-AA-AAA .
1. Ft. Thomas Highlands ( Class
A) ( 12-120 )
2. Elizabethtown ( AAA) (0-74)
3. Middlesboro ( AA) ( 0-45)
4. Newport Catholic ( AAA) (43)
Fr4nignt 1,A) I I • 
6. rrlanger Iloyd ( AAA) (40)
7. Scott County (AA) (0-38)
8. Mayfield I AA) (34)
9. Shelby County (AAA) (M)
10. Raceland ( A) (0-17)
Also receiving votes: Har-
rodsburg ( A) (0-13), Somerset
( AM ( 0-13), Glasgow ( AAA ) i0-
12), Heath (A) (0-12), Union
County (AAA 1(o-11'), -Bards-
town -fAA)-4040;i -Denville
-(AAA) (0-9), Pat-if(A) (-04),
Franklin Simpson ( AAA) (0-7),
Corbin ( AA) (0-7), Covington
Cathollc ( AAA) (0-7), Belfry
)AAA) (0-6), Richmond Madi-
son (All 0-6), Russellville ( A)
(0-6), Murray (AA) (0-6), Boyle
County (AM (0-5), Green Coun-
ty (AM (0-4), Jenkins (A)
Beechwood A) 10-2), Rus-
sell ( AAA) (0-2), Madison Cen-
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High School football coach Ber-
nard Brant has been suspended
indefinitely by the Hopkins
County Board of Education for
alleged misconduct last Friday
night during his team's game
with Christian County.
Madisonville-North Hopkins
principal Floyd Brown said
Wednesday that assistant coach
Pat Adams will take over the
head coaching duties, at least
temporarily.
"Pat Adams will be filling
the position temporarily while
Mr. Brant is under suspen-
sion," said Brown.
School officials said that
Brant ordered the school's band
off the football field at half-
time, claiming it was taking too
much time for its halftime per-
formance.
The school's band boosters
club presented a 'resolution to
the Hopkins County Board of
Education condemning the
coach's actions.
The Hopkins County Board of
Education said it will check
with game officials, confer with
band leaders and seek a ruling
on the matter from the office of
the Kentucky High School Ath-
letic Commission.
The board unanimously
passed a motion which said:
"Based on allegations of mis-
conduct unbecoming a teacher
by Bernard Brant, head coach
Nastase Fined
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-llie
Nastase, fined $8,000 by tennis
officials Wednesday, will be
trying to win some of a $100,000
international tournament purse
here later this month.
Nastase's official entry in the
tournament scheduled Sept. 22-
29 at the Cow Palace was an-
nounced Wednesday.
The tournament is sponsored
by Firemen's Fund Insurance,
Generally conteded the
National League West flag, the
runaway Reds rubbed the
Dodgers' noses in their dust
Wednesday night with a 13-2
beating.
"Those touchdowns are hard
to beat," smiled Steve Garvey
after his failing Dodgers
dropped 191,2 whopping games
behind the leaders. "When
you're beaten like that, you're
just beaten."
That sums up the Dogers'
status now: They're just about
.beaten.
The Reds' decisive triumph
Wednesday night, which in-
cluded a 10-run inning, reduced
their "magic" number to five.
Any Cincinnati victories or
Dodger losses adding up to five
'will clinch a playoff berth for
the Reds.
In the other National League
games, the Pittsburgh Pirates
beat the New York Mets 3-1; the
Philadelphia Phillies turned
back the Montreal Expos 6-3;
the Chicago Cubs beat the St.
Louis Cardinals 11-6; the San
Francisco Giants walloped the
Houston Astros 9-4 and the San
Diego Padres nipped the
Atlanta Braves 10-9.
Gary Nolan, backed by the
Reds' big offense, notched his
first victory over Los Angeles in
three years. The Reds' 10-run
fourth inning bettered Cin-
cinnati's previous high this
season by two.
Nolan, 13-8, allowed six hits in
seven innings of work as he
extended his season record at
Riverfront Stadium to 10-1.
It was the Dodger's worst
defeat in three years. Andy
Messersmith, 15-14, was
roughed up for nine runs in
three and two-thirds innings
before leaving in favor of
Charlie Hough.
Pirates 3, Meta 1
Bill Robinson's seventh-
inning home run, his sixth of the
year and second in two nights,
broke up a pitching duel and.
helped Pittsburgh beat New
York. The Mets' Jon Matlack
fastball struck out eight, walked
one and allowed only six hits
before leaving in the ninth, but
was victimized by poor infield
Play.
Phillies 6, Expos 3
Garry Maddox socked a triple
and home rim - the only hits off
Dan Carrither; - for three RBI
as Philadelphia snapped a four-
game losing streak with a
victory over Montreal.
Cubs 11, Cardinals 6
Pete LaCock smacked the
first grand slam homer of his
career, capping a five-run
seventh inning that carried
chicago over St. Louis. The
bases loaded homer by LaCock
came off St. Louis veteran bob
Gibson, 3-10, who earlier wild-
pitched pinch-runner Gene
Hinser to snap a 6-6 tie.
Giants 9, Astros 4
Willie Montanez and Gary
Matthews each drove in two
runs to lead San Francisco past
Houston. The Giants scored
eight of their runs in the first
../lree innings to provide plenty
of support for Pete Falcone, 11-
0.
Padres 10, Braves 9
Dave Roberts' two-out single
capped a five-run rally in the
night inning that lifted San
Diego over Atlanta before a
crowd of 1,119, the smallest ever
to watch a major-league
baseball game in Atlanta.
Presents Money
NEW YORK ( AP)-
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
presented a $10,000 check to the
United Way charity campaign




will appear on a series of radio
and television spots in support




Raiders' durable' center, Tim
Otto, announced his retirement
as an active player to become
business manager of the
National Football League club.
PLEASANTVILLE, N. Y. -
The New York Giants of the
National Football League
traded veteran wide receiver
Bob Grim to the Chicago Bears
fer defensive end Dave
Gallagher.
DEFENSIVE LINE - Aliftray Nigh Tigers who will be playing Friday night either as defensive ends or tackles are top row, left to right, Sam





High School, we move that Mr.
Brant be placed on indefinite
suspension from all coaching
duties pending further investi-
gation by the board.-
The band boosters, when
presenting that group's resolu-
tion, said it did not want the
coach to be suspended. Spokes-
men said that as parents of
band members they felt it was
their duty to file an official
complaint with the Hopkins
County Board of Education.
Melville Re) of Austrailia js.-2, 6-g
to TrierViIntd tEi-lem-ifina Is at







Up to twice as Ynuch heat-
ing per dollar as ordinary
electric heat.
• Summer comfort, too.
• For new homes and old







(Sten Meepties by Mike Brandon
Big Hamburger
Party
This Fri., Sat., & Sun. Sept. 5-6-7
At
A regular size 100% Pure Ground Beef Hamburger, ser-
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Tiger Defense To Be Tough Again
DEFENSIVE SECONDARY - Cornerback and safety positions will be held this year by the following Tigers, top row, left to right, ToddHarrison, Darrell Foster, Lindsey Hudspeth and Tony Bayless. Front row, Paul Robertson, Randy Orr, Lindy Soifer and Kevin Shahan.
(staff moat's ky Mike Meade.)
LINEBACKER CORPS - The rmebeckers for the Tigers this semen ere top row, left to right, Keith Taber:, Andy Ryon, Tony Boone and
Kerry Thompson. Front row, Robbie Hibbard, Frank Gilliam, Merit Vinson and Donnie Winchester.
Tough Eastern Has To
Be Top Choice In OVC
EDITOR'S NOTE-This is the second of a two-part series'
on the Ohio Valley Conference football season. Today, the
Kentucky schools are featured. In Wednesday's Murray
Ledger & Times, the Tennessee schools were previewed.
Forty lettermen, including six first-team All-Ohio Valley
Conference selections, will form the nucleus of the 1975
edition of the defending Ohio Valley Conference champion
Eastern Kentucky University Colonels.
Among these returnees is first-team All-American tailback
Everett Talbert, a 5-10, 180-pound junior from Lexington,
who also collected the Ohio Valley Conference's Offensive
Player of the Year Award.
Talbert, who had nine games last season where he rushed
for 100 yards or more, finished the season with 1,478 yards
and 11 touchdowns-both tops in the league. His season's
rushing total also placed him as the second-leading ground
gainer in the '74 College Division H statistics.
Other first-team choices on the all-conference team who
will return include wide receiver John Revere, a 5-8, 170-
pound senior who led the Colonels in receptions with 30
catches for 632 yards and seven touchdowns and an average
yardage per reception mark of 21.1; 5-10, 193-pound senior
placelticker Earl Cody; 6-2, 235-pound senior offensive tackle
Robyn Hatley; 6-1, 210-pouna junior offensive guard Joe
Alvin°, and 6-2, 240-pound senior defensive tackle Junior
Hardin.
-Our league will be very balanced again this year," said
----EKLi-heaki--eo.nc-h-Roy--Kidd wile was voted Ohio Valley
. Conference and Kodak District 4 Coach of the Year last
season. ''We have several xperienced players returning and
hope to have a successful season."
Morehead State University's Eagles enter the 1975 season
with something to prove.
"We didn't feel we were as bad as our record indicated last
season," said fourth-year Head Coach Roy Terry. "We had
some bad luck and couldn't bounce back."
The Eagles will rely on 31 lettermen to improve on last
year's 3-8 mark. MSU returns 20 Of the 22 starters from last
year's final game, inclucking all 11 starters on defense.
"Our defensive unit htas played together for three years
and struld be a strong point this season,' 'Terry noted. "But,
to be succesSful, we must find adequate replacements at
tailback and quarterback."
F'rom last year's 5eceit oft youth, MSU has rotated to the
experience side. Twelve seniors, and 26 juniors will provide
leadership for the 10 sophomores and 28 freshmen on the
roster.
- - in a year. of new quarterbacks in The Ohio Valley Con-
ference, Murray State will perhaps have an ,edge in Mike
Hobble, who backed the graduated Tom Pandolfi for three
seasons
"I think Hobbie will do a good job of running our offense,"
Racer Coach Bill Furgerson says. "He started, four games
for us two seasons ago when Pandolli was hurt and we won
three of them. He also completed 15 of 20 passes in our spring
game which proves he can throw well."
Furgerson has a big hole to fill at running back because of
All-American Don Clayton's graduation; but Art Kennedy
played well in his few appearances last season and could be
the answer. All the receivers of last season are back, but the
offensive unit will be short on both experience and depth in
the line. However, center will be in the good hands of Tony
Menendez, who has started three years although last season
was his first at center.
The defensive front line will be led by tackle Jay Waddle,
the team captain. The linebackers were switched about a bit
in the spring, but there's good talent and a lot of hustle in
players like David McDonald and Don Hettich.
The defensive secondary set a Murray record for in-
terceptions last fall and Bruce Walker led the Ohio Valley
Conference with nine. That unit is in tact for this season and
should again be one ot the best in the league.
When Western Kentucky Heaa Coach Jimmy Feix was
asked to list the strong points for his 1975 Hilltoppers, he said
quickly, "Experience." Then he explained, "We'll probably
have more older players on this team than any other we've
had here, with 17 seniors scheduled to return."
Muth -of -that strength in experience will lie-wItIritle
Hilltoppers' defensive unit. The core of that defense will be
the linebackers, where three experienced players are
present-senior Rick Green ( an All-Ohio Valley Conference
selection last year), senior Carl Williarna, and sophomore
Biff Madon.
The secondary should be strong despite the loss of Ohio
Valley Conference Defensive Player of the Year, Virgil
Livers. The other two deep backs, Rick Caswell and John
Leathers, return along with Fred Kixrniller, who started two
games last season as a freshman.
The line, headed by Karl Anderson, All-Ohio Valley Con-
ference Keith Tandy, and Dale Young, should be more than
adequate.
Offensively, the picture presents more question marks
because quarterback Doug Davis, tackle Greg Lewis,
fullback Arnold Snardon, and wide receiver Dwight Grooms
are all coming back off knee surgery.
Bill Smith, who saw quite a bit of action a year ago, is the
heir-apparent at quarterback and speedy Lawrence Jef-
ferson returns to the tailback slot.
The line is anchored loy All-Ohio Valley Conference center
Dave Carter,-but the key there*according-to POI) entittrU -
whether-Lewis-or a capable replacement-can do the job at
the strong tackle position.
Murraylo Get Solid Test Friday
At Reidland Against Greyhounds
EDITOR'S NOTE-This is the
second of a two-part series on
the Murray High Tiger football
team. Today, the defensive unit
Is featured. In Wednesday's
Murray Ledger & Times, the
offensive unit was previewed.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
November 16, 1974.
There was a wild celebration
going on in the locker room as
Murray High had just defeated
Glasgow 28-0. Glasgow was
supposed to have the toughest
defensive football team in
Kentucky.
That was the beginning of it
all. It ended on a cool day in
Richmond when that same
defensive unit for the Tigers
went on to shutout Beechwood
14-0 and bring the Class A State
title to Murray.
Or did it really end in Rich-
mond The thrill of playing
solid defensive football; it
becomes a tradition if the
proper elements are involved.
Those elements are confidence,
work and cooperation.
Seven of the 11 starters off
last year's super defensive
team are gone. But even
without them, the odds are
Murray High is going to have
-Ideated tough defensive-
club.
Just how tough? Last year,
the Tigers rolled hp three
shutouts, had eight games in
which the opposition scored lust
one touchdown and on the
season, outscored the opponents
292-90.
Just how tough? They might
be able to do it again. Heading
the defensive corps are senior
co-captains Tony Boone and
Tony Thurmond. Last year,
Boone was named the First-
Team All-State and set a new
school record with M unassisted
tackles against powerful
Hopkinsville.
Both Boone and Thurmond
are top defensive players, hard-
nosed people who love making
contact on Friday nights. And
with those two returning, plus a
crop of outstanding young
players, Tiger opponents will
probably be feeling bumps and
bruises before they've even
taken the field.
Whose gone from last year?
The two giant defensive
tackles, Steve Porter and Craig
Suiter. Also gone are defensive
end Eli Alexander, tigerback
Doug Shelton, cornerback Brad
Barnett, safety Dale McCuiston
and cornerback Ken Grogan.
'The defensive line this year
should be tough, but basically
inexperienced. Tim Garland, a
rugged 230-pound junior, will
start at one tackle spot while
David Kennedy, a promising
210-pound junior,_ will start at
the other tackle position.
They will get plenty of backup
help from Tim Lane, Pat Mc-
Millen and David Cathey. The
most experienced of the
defensive front four is Thur-
mond, who will play at one end.
19.079,Durtcl.
senior, will start along with
Sam Chadwick, a 195-pound
senior who was ill most of last
season.
Backing up at defensive ends
will be Barry Wells and Eddie
Rollins, both of whom saw a lot
of action last season in the 11-2
Tiger campaign.
Perhaps the strongest spots
on the team are the inside
linebacker positions where
Boone will start along with 190-
pound junior strongman Andy
Ryan. Backing up will be
Murray Club To sophomores Frank Gilliam and
The Murray Country Club will
hold its Club Tennis Tour-
nament this Saturday mild
Sunday. It is closed and only
members of the club may play.
Events will be men and
women's singles, men and
women's doubles and mixed
doubles.
Play will begin at 9 a. m.
Saturday.
Anyone wishing to enter
should call Ron Beshear at 753-
1140 or 753-4331.
Darrell Foster, Lindsey Hud-
speth, Tony Bayless, Kevin
Shahan, Kerry Thompson,
Lindy Suiter, Randy Orr and
Todd Harrison.
"We should be tough, I'd say,
at the defensive tackle
positions," Tiger coach John
Hina said. "We'll have about
five people we can rotate with
confidence and that will enable
us to keep fresh people in the
game.
"As far as the defensive ends,
we probably have less ex-
perience there than anyplace
else. The only one who has
played much there is Thurmond
but we should have ample
strength.
"The overall corps of our
defense has to be strengthened
by Boone and Ryan. Boone is a
three-year starter and Ryan
will be starting for his second
season. The inside linebacker
positions should be our major
strength."
Hina said his secondary lacks
the experience but size-wise,
will be larger than last year's,
secondary. "Speed-wise, the
secondary has yet to be tested,"
Hina added.
"We have a bunch of highly
agressive kids. I don't see any
_zeaspn why Ogfense shr4ilfirit-be
our strong point again this
year."
The season opener at
Reidland will start at 8 p. on.
Friday. Reidland is 1-0 on the
year with a win last week over
Marshall County, 22-0.
"From what we observed
against Marshall County,
Reidland looks to be very
strong," Hine said.
Kenn Perkins and senior Robbie
Hibbard.
Senior Keith Tabers will start
at tigerback, or the strong side
linebacker. Backing will be
Mark Vinson. At the weak side,
or willieback, will be Donnie
Winchester, a 181-pound junior
who has shown vast im-
provement. Backing at the
weak side will be Kerry
Thompson and Richie
Richardson.
A group of players are bat-
tling for the three spots in the
secondary. They include
Scanclia: with the new Memory" Frame.
This stylish new soft-side luggage has
the new tough Memory'" Frame It's
Pounds lighter than metal, yet bounces
back from knocks and twists
A. 28 Traveller  $80
B. Carry-On  $45
C. Tote  $30
D. Beauty Pak  $38
Availab
Sahara Tan and Monaco Blue
O SaMSOnite
Keeps going strong
See this stylish new line fr
Spiel pJa. 1111wet be Illyears ski
Have Proof In Your Pocket
"Defensive-wise, they are
much improved and probably
bigger than we are."
Reidland sports a new of-
fensive coordinator, that being
Don Shelton, former Murray
State football coach and a man
who is very familiar with
Murray High, since his son
Doug was one of the keys for the
Tigers last year.
And with Shelton as the of-
fensive coordinator, it's a safe
bet the Tigers will run into all
sorts of different offenses to test
the defense.
Reidland will have 14 seniors
returning, including their fine
numingback Bruce Austin and
quarterback Dave Powell. Also
back is tight end David Jer-
nigan, a three-year starter.
So Friday night will separate
the men from the boys and the
Tiger defense will get a for-












5 Reidland , Away
12 Henry County .Home
Mayfield Away
Fulton Horne
Caldwell County  Away
24 Hopkinevide... Horne
31 Oblon Central Home




Mirk Brady, Jimmy Merrell,
Tommy Turner, Cary Miller.
Rick Fisher
This Thursday-Friday & Saturday Nita
This is a Real Rock Boogie Music Band




Let's Eat Out This Week!
The Hungry Bear
The Hungry Bear Restaurant is for people who
have a "hungry bear- appetite. Family owned and
operated, the Hungry Bear has a large menu that
offers a wide variety of delicious meals for you
and your family.
Specializing 1n omelettes, the Hungry Bear
makes omelettes to order, there is no end to the
possible different kinds. This is also true for
breakfast-again made to order
The Hungry Bear also features its Bar-Be-Que
Delicious plate lunches are also available
anytime. In weekly specials, there are usually
four to five meats to choose from and seven to
ten different vegetables to select from
The Hungry Bear invites you and your family to
dine with them. The bears are well fed but there
is plenty of delicious food awaiting you
For the Finest
in Steak & Seafood
•Fish *Seafood •Steak •Loh'stet *Chicken
Try Our New Rib Steak
Sold by The Ounce-Cut To your Order s
Hwy. 641 North Open 7 Days A week + 4 p m to 10 p. m. 753_4141
Our menu THURSDIY Chinese Chop Suer. Egg Too Yung Sweet and Sour Pork,
Baked Nam. FRIDAY • Italian Baked las4gna, Italian Spaghetti, White Fish. Cat
Fi:h, SATURDAY: Mexican Encheladas and Tacos. Swiss Steak SUNDAY Roast
Beef au Ws, Chicken Breast Roll upsEVERYDAY Spanish Omelette MI Dinners
served with Relish Tray, Bean Soup and Flume Made Bread with every Dinner!
Betty and Bill





Pancake & Barbeque House
Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
Delicious Omelets 1409 Main St. 753-7641
Open 7 Days a WeekHam & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!
-kcsklacus\
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
ride Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads. Desserts
Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners
GRECIAN STEAK
641 North HOUSE 7534419
We Now Feature An Open
_Salad Bar.
Featuring A Special Every Day
Stealcs-Seafood-Chicken-Sandwiches
Hamborger-Tenderloin-Fish-Chuckwagon
Try Our Delicious Super Burgers






Luncheon and dinner service.
Priyotis dining rooms by rossoryorion
Old Favorites NEW CAMDEN HWY.'
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.




"There's More to Like at Burger Chef"
753-7199
Friday Special

























In Downtown Albany Early Today
ALBANY, N.Y. ( AP) — A 17-
hour siege in a downtown cof-
fee shop ended early today
when authorities announced the
release of at least seven hos-
tages and the surrender of a
man who held them at gun-
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger it
Times by 5:30 p. m. ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
.1Is must be placed before 6
point.
Shortly after 8 a.m. an FBI
agent reported that "all seven
hostages" are safe and that the
suspect was being held in the
building where moments before
he had held the hostages cap-
tive.
Earlier it had been reported
that there were nine hostages
in the building.
"R was a matter of talking to
him throughout the night," said
Albany Police Chief Edward
McArdae. "The man gave up
the hostages and gave himself
up."




of the FBI said, "It Was an ex-
Thorobred
 tiPn) Flying Service
murray-CallowaY COunTY Airport
Multi & Single Engine Instrument
Rated Pilots
• Flight Training *Air Freight & Cargo *Aircraft Rentals'Air Ambulance *Charter Service eAir Taxi
489-2414 Contact Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker 489-2721
Caillfrturn Causal: javigwes
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Hostages Released By. Gunman your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
cenent example of cooperation
between local, state and federal
officers."
The tense vigil began when a
man earlier allegedly robbed a
bank, shot a policeman and
clubbed a bank guard. Police
said the man ran into the down-
town coffee shop and kept offi-
cers at bay overnight.
Police from the various
agencies sealed off the area
and bargained by telephone
with the unidentified man.
An unidentified woman hos-
tage was released about mid-
night Wednesday. She was said
to be suffering from an unspec-
ified medical problem. That
was the first break in the siege
that began following the rob-
bery about 3 p.m. Wednesday.
State Assemblyman Thomas
Brown, who was in and out of
the building talking with police
during the siege, said he had
been told there were nine hos-
tages. He said they were a
man, believed to be the owner
of the shop; his wife; their
three children, ages 14, 12, and
7; two waitresses and two other
other women. None of the hos-
tages was identified immediate-
ly.
SAY "YES" TO THE MAN!
Your Phone Will Ring One Of These
Bays Or Nights And You Will Near
A Pleasant Voice Asking If You Are
Interested In Buying A Special
"FAMILY TICKET" To The
Jaycee Circus...
Tuesday, Sept. 16, 1975 6 p.m. & 8 p.
Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds
Murray, Ky.
SAY "YES" TO THAT PHONE CALL
Our Advance Ticket Sale Is A Saving To The
Average Family Over The Box Office Price. If You
Can't Attend Or Are Going Out Of Town—
SAY "YES" ANYHOW
Purchase A "FAMILY TICKET" or A Book of "SPECIAL
$1.50 TICKETS." Just Put Your Name On The Back Of The
Return It With Your Check. It Will Be Given To
DESERVING CHILDREN or SENIOR CITIZENS In The








Of International Fame Big 2
Hour Show






'And Al The Old-Time Circus Flavor
Tickets ere en Solo of Owsli M.,,., Peeries Sank, Lein Wm Siker. Nestmemery Wards
Contact any Jaycee for more information 
The following officers of the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees





FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5,1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4111A4
It may be more difficult to
achieve in little things now than
it was to attain on a large scale
in the past. A test period for
your composure, dignity and
good judgment.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Principles and values must be
well considered now. If you





( May 22 to June 21) 111115"r-
Meet as-many people as you
can now--studying them ob-
jectively and listening to all
points of view. You will not only
enjoy the contacts but widen
your mental horizons con-
siderably.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Be patient if temporarily
stymied in some project in
which you are involved. Some
new factors seem to be up for
consideration. Keep eyes and
ears open!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 illtiqz
Some unusual situations
indicated. In all dealings, be -
direct. Avoid devious tactics or
approach, and give others the
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Don't -hesitate to engage in a
novel enterprise if it's worth-
while, regardless of your pre-
sent situation. You may find a
new, if different, road to suc-
ts.s?
4140'
A notable day fir presenting
new ideas; also old ones
carefully treated to get the most
good still left in them. Your
talents should shine now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Don't let the a.m. disap-
pointments get you down. Good
progress indicated during the
hours after noon. Try to force
the pace.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your day to get ahead! An
associate of importance will be
surprisingly helpful when asked
for advice.
PISCES
iFeb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
In making changes or starting
anything new, consider all
possible outcomes. Weakness in
spots may have to be shored up.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
rare talent for knowing how to
please others and how to get the
most of what you undertake:
You have the traditional
Virgoan practicality but are
less conventional and inhibited
than many of your Sign. You
have a keen intellect and are
greatly attracted to the
benet _91.-)114 .494-ktr- - scientific,- bur yon- der notilfthe
picture of the cut and dried
scientist buried in research and
records. Rather, because of
your lively imagination and
truly remarkable intuition, you
are the type who comes up with
brilliant ideas which, no matter
how unique, are always
workable. Other fields in which
you are talented and which
could lead to outstanding
success: music, writing,
politics, the law, medicine,
lecturing, dramatic criticism.
Birthdate of: Carol Lawrence,




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) smrz
Your artistic touch will be
needed to brighten the "bare





(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ilkeltiC
Mostly favorable influences.










men who escaped from the
Kentucky State Penitentiary on
June 21 have been charged with
kidnaping in connection with an
incident that occurred soon
after they fled the prison, ac-
cording to federal officials
U.S. Magistrate Ron Daniels
said Wednesday that John
Eastep and Marvin Smith, both
of Jefferson County, have been
charged with kidnaping
Richard Shoemake, 21, and
Celia Ford, 22, at a park in
Paducah soon after their escape
from the Eddyville institution.
Shoemake and Miss Ford
allegedly were forced to ac-
company the two convicts in a
car but managed to escape from
Have you tried the Declicious Catfish








All The Fresh Ky. Lake
Catfish You Can Eat
169
For the Best Fish Dinner you have
ever had...Come to
The Palace
"Aiways Open 24 Hours"
1
the vehicle in a rural area of
Union County, Daniels said.
They notified police, and
Estep was captured the day of
the escape, officials said, while
Smith was caught the next day.
Both were sentenced to 10
years in prison Tuesday for
first-degree robbery in con-
nection with the escape. Both
had pleaded innocent, con-
tending that Shoemake had
volunteered to transport them
and that he gave them $10.
The two also have been
charged with first degree
escape, which carries a penalty
of five to 10 years im-
prisonment.
Estep and Smith allegedly
escaped by overpowering and
binding with ropes a prison
supervisor and anther inmate,
according to Prison Supt. Henry
Cowan.
At the time of the escape,
Estep was serving time for
burglary, armed robbery and
breaking into an outbuilding,




Production at the General
Tire plant in Mayfield remained
halted today following a wildcat
strike by workers on the mid-
night shift Wednesday.
Neither company nor union
officials have disclosed the
"INe of the walkout, but local
United Rubber Workers
president Larry Lain said -the
strike was unauthorized and
urged the workers to return to
their jobs.
Trenton Citizens Coping With
Water System Inconvenience
TRENTON, J. J. (AP) —
Downtown at Central High
School, where a 7,000-gallon
tank truck and a 4,000-gallon
truck were parked in the cir-
cular driveway, only one
customer showed up for water
all day.
That was Jose Colon. Yes, he
had water at his house, but he
wanted his two allotted gallons
anyway, he said.
Colon explained self-
consciously that his wife was
leery about giving the baby
boiled tap water — a precaution
the health department
suggested homeowners ought to
take during the emergency.
Emergency's
You had to look close. True,
trailers labeled. "Command -
Post" and "Disaster Control"
were parked at curbs, the state
Assembly canceled its Thur-
sday session, clattering
helicopters unloaded TV
camera crews, car-washes shut
down and industrial plants
closed.
Also, the executive staff
parking lot at the State House
emptied at 3 p. m. Wednesday
when the governor told
everybody who was
"nonessential" to go home. The
exodus provided a laugh for the
day.
But in the main, the daily
routine was hardly interrupted
in this metropolitan area of
250,000 people despite a rup- DOWN
turect-water-system .thaIesui
I Dance stephave caused a catastrophe.
2 River islandThat horrow — living without 3 Oratity
life's ultimate essential, even 4 Additional
for a short time — did not occur
for several reasons.
For one, businesses that
consumed water closed down,
lessening the demand. Indeed,
one business, a brewery, even
Crossword Puzzler
pumped water from its artesian
well into the system.
Further, Trentonians did
their duty, forgetting their




1 Soft food 6 Prefix down
4 Pattern 7 Mistake
9 Hog 0 Deposited
12 8.11 9 Rests
1,3 Musical drama 10 Man's name
14 Macaw 11 Female
15 Guides lcolloa
17 Ceremony 16 Antlered
19 Beverage animal
20 Soft drinks 18 Small drum
21 Chore 20 Pose for
23 Ventilate portrait
.24 Wawa. 21 Ttiro ones Owe 4
27 Hasten 22 Passageway
28 In music. high 23 High 32
29 Place in mountain
position 25 River in Italy 35
30 Bone 26 Spirited horse 36
31 Snake 28 Residue 37
32 Rocky hill 29 Vessel
33 Exist 31 I em of







— 41 Gull-like birds










































47 Period of time
48 Plunge
51 Behold'
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• Heavy Defy AatematIc Fitter Fla-
System traps Sat
• Balanced Load ContrN
• Portalalm-Enamel Lid, Tim Wash
Basket and Till
Model DDE 3000P
• Moneta Selection of Drying Time up
to 190 Iliestos
• Separate Start Settee
• Porcelain-Enamel CWHies Dram
• Removable Up-Fred' list Filter Si28
Model WWA 5SOOP
• 3 Wash 'Rinse Temperature
CornMeations—Energy SaWng
said water selectNtsa
• 3 Water Livid Selection
• Permanent Press Cycle
• Activated Seek Cycle
Model DDE 5300P
• Permanent Prete, Cysts
• 3 Temperature Soloollsas—flerwol
(*Ocala lad Fluff
• litoposi Soioctioo of (kyles 210so
up Is 130 Wastes













• Foie Wash Cycles NOW
• Two Wash Spin speeds ONLY
• Choice of Three Wales Levels
• Three Wash '111111111 Timpersture
Cambinabens
• 3 Temperatere Selectiess—Nermai
Delicate one Flvft
• klaneal Selection of Dello. Time up
I. 136 tillievtes
• Remirvable "Up-Treat- Litt Filter






/I/ f V. n Owners Howard Coy /I, John Simmons P.,orie 153 1516
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
PAGE 10 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Thursday, Sapteadaor 4, 1975
HIGDON IMES II AGAIN
That's Right! We Have Purchased Over 100 Bookcases:
At A Price Of Which You Can Be Proud. Also Take A Good L4kok




















HIGDON FURNITURE THE STORE KNOWN FOR THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICE ON THE HIGHEST QUALITY NOME FURNISHINGS
H I GDON FURNITURE STORES
1 1:11:11:V NI I]
MAYFIELD, KY. HIGHWAY 45, ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE.
PAGE 11 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER a TIMES, Thursday, Soptineber 4, 1975






What He Is Doing
But Nobody Else Does!
The Murray Ledger te Times
1 Legal Notice
AS OF 4 September, 1975, I
will no longer be
responsible for any debts

















LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.




























LEASLJE TEAM AgEN -
1)-1E ON1.>/ ONES WC
..15E PESiSNATED
GOT TO KEEP 71-405E
KILLERS AWAY FROM
L UAG4 UNTIL. HELP'
ARRIVES..
NANCY, I TOLD
YOU NOT TO USE
YOUR SWING
LT. FUZZ TOLD ME NE CAtl&i-IT




s.. eau " 
5KULf HAVE OUR GUYS
GONE CRAZY., SHOOT ING
























To Jim Albritten or
Bob W. Miller Route 2
Hazel, Ky, by Sep-
tember 15. Plots for
which no donation has





September 17, 18, 19 and
20. For information write
Zajac Presents, 1832
Sylvania Avenue, Toledo,












Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED









is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 17(15
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.
5 Lost And Found
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver













Jimmy Boone in person,




for mature person who
can operate machinery
and occasionally drive
small trucks on local
deliveries. Send name,




free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
C&netery Road. One mile




any type of business or
real estate Call Mrs.
Roberts, 44-455-1668
12. Insurance
HEALTti, LIFE, burial, up









The sooner you call,




14. Want To But
PIANO. Call 753-1619.
15 Articles For Sale
BAR TYPE car top
carrier. Never been used.
One Riverside fiberglass
canoe kit, $50.00. Call 492-
8840.
19 Farm Equipment





USED SET of En-
cyclopedias. Just like 200 CASE Bailer,
new call after 5,00, 753_ headers and rake
9459. crimper. In good
dition. Call 489-2498.




automatic 380 V-8 engine,
steel belted radials,
Phone 1-354-6392 or 753-
9807.
16 Home Furnishings
KENMORE GAS dryer. 700
series. Avacado. Call 753-
9866 after 5 p.m.
CHEST TYPE freezer for
sale. Good condition. Call
753-9276.
FURNITURE FOR sale in
Panorama Shores. Call
436-2571.
SOFA AND chair. Call 753-
5597.
• ONE WHITE apartment
sue stove in good con-
dition. One refrigerator,
avacado green. One knee-
hole desk. Call 753-7895.
QUILTS OR quilt tops in
repairable condition. Also -
quilters needed. Call-768--
USED TAN leather couch
makes bed $25.00. Call
753-6815.
5620. APARTMENT MEL s we
Call 753-3489.
USED SPINET-Console
Piano, in good condition.
Call Lorene Shelley 901-
542-2641 days.
VENEeR LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and jib up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15. Articles For Sale
SLAB, SAW dust, dead













china, coins, and supplies.
10 to 25 per cent off this
week only. Murray Coin
and Antique Shop, op-
posite bus station, 108 N
6th Street. Call 753-0140.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.
TRAILER, big block
Chevy headers, also two 8
inch rocket wheels and 2
slotted chrome wheels.
All in excellent shape.
Also beagle pups for sale,
$10.00 each. Phone 753-
'6086 weekdays or see Alan
Polk.
EIGHT TRACK pioneer




speaker very good con-
dition. Call 753-8564.
54-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. '42" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Ihterior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
:117feellieelsieherbireb doors
for $5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.
Phone 587-2420
to
HOUSE FULL of furniture,
moving-must sell. Living
room set, two bedroom,
kitchen appliances, Norge
washer and dryer, deep
freeze, sewing machine,
student desk, air con-,
ditioner, miscellaneous.
All priced to sell. Call 753-
3861.
MATTRESS AND box
springs with legs. Never
been used. Call 474-2757.
TWO DRAWER desk with




tember Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase of every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.
KIRBY VACUUM Cleaner.
Used 10 months. Call 489-
2214.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Mongtomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
JUST LIKE new Futura II
model 920 Singer
machine. Not a year old.
Life time guarantee on
parts. Two years on
motor. Reasonable price.
Call 753-4573 or see at 69
Riviera Cts.
:9. Farm Equipment
430 CASE farm tractor,
bush hog and blade. Call
1-354-6392 or 753-9807.
LATE MODEL new ideal 2
row corn picker, good
condition. Call 753-5199 or
753-0843.
JOHN DEERE 45 Square
back combine, with both






good condition. Call 1-354-
6392 or 753-9807.
AGRI-PRODUCTS is now
taking orders for fall
grain bins. We also have
gooseneck grain trailers
in stock. Miracle Span
farm buildings are ready
for delivery Call 753-2958.
20 Sports Equipment
1973 SKI BOAT, motor, and
trailer, will trade for
small pickup. Call 753-
5985.
23' CRUISER, tc'rith 150
h.p. Mercruiser drive.
Good condition. Call 753-
2797.
GIRLS 10 speed bicycle,
-rebuilt, like new. Call 753-
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power



























trumpet for sale. Silver,
beautiful tone, two years
old. Two Bach mouth-
pieces and black case in
excellent condition. All
for $150 Call 753-7380
24. Miscellaneous
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
CORN FOR freezing. Call
753-7143.
TWO YEAR old, its HP












OWNER TRANSFERRED. Make offer 3 bedroom,
2 baths, living room, dining room, large country kit-
chen, sunken den with wood burning fireplace, com-
pletely carpefed. - - - -
Open House
1:00 to 6:00 Set. t Son.
121 N. Opposite Fait Groan&
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24. Miscellaneous
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors





automatic, cast iron fire





Mixed drink bar and
package liquor store, 1
mile north of Graves
County line on Highway
45. Priced to sell. Phone 1-
554-9061.
24 Miscellaneous




GOOD USED RCA portable
16" T.V. Call 753-1712
after 4 o'clock or see
Gerald Waldrop.
BLACK AND WHITE
Zenith console T.V., like
new. $75.00. Phone 753-
9653.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1973, 12 x 60, all electric,
central heat and air, with
service pole, steps and




By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
27 Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER WITH large
room attached. Located








1971 12 x 60 Fleetwood, air
conditioner, couch and
chair, curtains, dining
room set, gas range, GE
refrigerator, bath and
half, 2 bedroom, new
carpet, underpinning. See
at 69 Riviera or call 753-
4015 ask for Gunner cr
call 753-4573.





Since human nature is
predictable, there is a
-better than even chance
that you'll put the wrong
selling price on your
home if you arrive at it
_y_putulf.
You may price it far
above its fair market
value because of sen-
timental attachment,
expenditures you have




market for months due
to over-pricing, frequen-
tly becomes a "White
Elephant." It even-
tually sells for a much
lower figure than it
would have brought
RONG PRICING
originally - had it been
priced realistically.
On the other hand, you
might under-price it
because of unf-
miliarity with the local
_ market._ This_wpuld_be
safesMet is to list your
home with a Realtor
who will help you price
it correctly from the
start-and sell it for the.
best profit.
there is anything we can
dc to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PVROOM
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone: 753-4451. We're here
to help!
12 x 60, 1972 Schultz mobile
home, 2 bedroom, den,
living room, central heat




1975 MOBILE home 12 x 60
Haywood, wall to wall
carpet. See at Fox
Meadows. Phone 753-5603.
IFE BU y used mobile
A -homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.




big porch, good condition.
$3,000. Call 753-4627 or 489-
2324.
31. Want To Rent
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.
32 Apartments For Rent
WALK IN basement
apartment, bath. Call 753-
4386.
MURRAY MANOR - All




Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
TWO BEDROOM duplex





furnished 1 or 2 bedroom,
laundrymat Grocery
store, pool on premises,







Call R. W. Churchill 753-
2736 or 753-8395.
4•••••-  SrS
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 50, 2
bedroom, washer and
dryer, air conditioned,
water furnished. One mile
!firm city limits,
references required. $100
per month. Phone 753-
3533.
ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, September 6, 1975-1:00 p. m.
1/2 M. off Stelle-Kirksey Noy. on Squire Potts Rood
at tile late Reg& and Jennie Noel home.
Offering 2 refrigerators-large and small, 40" elec-
tric stove, air conditioner, nice 18' deep freeze-chest
type needs turn off switch, large oak and other bed
steads, dinette 5 leg table and 6 chairs, small an-
tique tables, 8 hand made spllt bottom chairs 6 of
the match, 2 nice old rockers, living room suit, L2
size and other springs and mattresses, electric
heater, 1 burned oil heater, nice book shelves, 2
storage cabinets, quilts, feather beds, pole lamps,
beautiful large wall picture and frame, treadle
sewing machine sews good, iron cookware, old
beveled mirror dresser, baby crib, variety of other
pieces of furniture, open end 5 gallon keg, woven
market basket, foot stool, razor hone, gypsy table
and magazine rack, combined, picture albums, well
pully, nice gallon crocks, large churn, buckets
doz. granit pieces, quilting frames, size 8 roller
skates, a few depression pieces, 48 lb. scales, nice
cookie jar, a salt and tea contianers milk glass.
Misscellaneous: canned fruit, pickles, jelly, emp-
ty cans, bushel hampers, dehorners, small hand
tools, lawn chairs, power mower, dishes, cooking
utensils, square lance jar, bell rack and
miscellaneous boxes.





Associate of Shoemaker Auction Service
Phone 753-3375
10 x 50, TWO bedroom
house trailer, electric
heat and air conditioned,
3 blocks from University
on private lot. Prefer




3'2 miles east of Murray.





garbage pickup, water..$65.00. Call 753-8216.
FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces











private entrance and bath
for student. Phone 753-
3143 after 4 p.m.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Located by
White Hall $105.00 per











34. Houses For Rent
FOUR ROOM house, bath,
in country, In lth garden










September 6, 706 Meadow
Lane. Dishes, toys, golf
clubs, children and adult
clothes. 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
GIANT YARD Sale Friday,





jewelry, cut glass, linens,
and piano rolls, men's and
women's clothes, lots of
odds and ends.
41. Public Sales
MOVING - Must Sell




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
YARD SALE, 416 Nortirr-
8th.--Forniture, some new








close to downtown for one
or two adults. Phone 753-
5921.
WALK IN basement

























34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house
South' 11th. Call 753-1836.
THREE isr_.ottuust,
available immediately.
Call 753-8124 between 12




September 6, 8 a.m. to 12
p.m. Six party. Good used
clothes, plants, and
honsPvvares.













end tables. gight track
tapes-61.00. Friday and
Saturday 9-5:30, at 520
Broad Street.
CARPORT SALE Saturday











Sliffitillef end winter clothes in-
cluding winter coats for childrito
and adults Dishes, Fernitvre,
including leather Bar Steels,
Ceder Hight Steed, Anti's.*
Woke kffet, Antique Cane
Bottom G k Rocker,
flassinet, Coffee Tales owl hid
Tibias I.Trock Tapes $1.00.
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
9 AM to 5 PM
520 Broad Street
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail Ky
19181, a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located in an ex-
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a ishort distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
the area. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street.
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
TO BIN or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, ,208
S'nftfr, One 75.7rff.-19e
have local and out of state
buyers and handle
property of all kinds, in
both Kentucky and
Tennessee. We need your
listings now. Home




sonnel at *Gay Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office.at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
44. lots For Sale
$10 DOWN AND $20 per
month will buy a large




Telephone 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER at Midway.
Ranch style 3 bedroom
brick house with carport,
kitchen with dishwasher,
large living room and
bath, combination
laundry and sewing room.
Chain link fenced back
yard, fifty-five foot TV
tower with antenna. Air
conditioned and electric
heat. Unattached two car
garage or workshop on 1
acre. Call 753-5765.
FIVE BEDROOM home in
Benton Kentucky, family
room, two fireplaces,
corner lot, three blocks
from school and down-





,brick on well lan-














3 large bedrooms, 2
spacious baths, beautiful
carpet and drapes, range
and dishwasher, central
heat and air, fireplace
with antique mantle,
offered at $36,500. Check
with Moffitt Realty
Company, 206 South 12th,
753-3597.
JUST REDUCED this 3
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer, central heat and
air. Wall to wall car-
peting, many built-ins. 2
Car garage, with
automatic door opener, a
real buy at $38,900
Contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 North
12th, 753-8080.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
44. lots For Sale
RESIDENTIAL LOT. 100 x
300 ft. lot on 641 South, 2
miles from city. Call 753-
7867.
BRICK HOUSE with 8
acres, five miles from
Murray, with riding




will help finance this neat 3
bedroom Ham at 513 Whitwell.
To gooey, Too mil mood pod
credit and arta to apply for
conventional fameig a one
nor. This is a rod sharp bons
I a tip-top amps. Call es anitamt
for on appointment sad ad•
ditionsi details.
NAT INFLATION! Grow your
g•rden! Reis* year Ise•fl
There's plenty of room on this 7
acre snimi-form that's forked,
Ises e stock horn nod mad,
you'll find the 3 bedroom brick
home in excellent condition. It
ores built to lost a hundred
years. Cell us anytime for en
opportunity to inspect this
properly!
Wayne Wilson Insoronce end
Reel toot.
Across from the Post Office,
phone /53 3263.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta • Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
YARD SALE, 213 South
11th Street. From Friday
12:00 a.m. to Saturday 6
p.m_
GARAGE SALE 520 South




Saturday September 6th 8
a.m. to 1 p.m. Sponsored

















Sat. Sept. 6 10:00 A. M.
Rain or Shine at The
E. C. Tucker Home
4 Miles East of New Concord 2 miles South East of
Mt. Cannel.
Will sell lots of good antiques, household; and -
hand tool items.
Antique broad ax, fro. hand bell. German horse
collar, cow tell, childrens round table with drop leaf
sides and chairs, lots of stone ware, old cow cookie
jar, grandfather clock; lamps, side board, metal pit-
cher, teapot, sugar bowl, crystal. old whisky bot-
tles, library table, wash board, 2 brass tea kettles,
sewing machine, brass-candle holders, bass vases,
silver antique watch, 2 antique moonshine jugs. 2
iron wash pots, a lot of this stuff came out of Ger-
many years ago. 2 Air compressors, fishing equip-
ment, books and magazines, ton and L42 comalong,
3/4 ton comalong, 1-12 ft. step ladder, 1-5 gal. thermo
jug, milk can, 6 wheel portable Work bench, 100
7 ft. aluminum fence post, wheel barrow, elect. 220
heater. A real nice play house for children. Lots of
other iterns to numerous to mention.







BUY NOW! SAVE FOREVER
and look at the properties we offer.
HOME OF THE WEEK
UNIQUE DESIGN for the contemporary
family who want something different.
Western cedar siding on the outside and 3
bedrooms and unusual decor inside. Call 753-
4342 for details.
BUYING CAN BE CHEAPER THAN RENTING -
consider these!
112 North 10th -2 bedrooms, newly painted and car-
peted. Lovely den, dining area and built-in corner
cabinets.
COUNTRY LIVING on one acre in a small 3
bedroom home. Priced a low 611,900.
FOR THE BUDGET MINDED -3 bedrooms, 2 baths
for $10,600
SIXTY ACRES and a 4 bedroom brick home with
working fireplace. Lovely location, fruit trees, pon-
ds. Great for your family!
THIRTY ACRES - leased in beans on this 60 acre
tract. Also includes timber, good road frontage on
121 South.
NEW LISTINGS
ISOLATED BUT CLOSE TO TOWN - Buy and then
enjoy this 40 acres and remodeled country home.
Good outbuildings, fenced 2 sides. Call now about
this one - it won't last long at this price!
GOOD BUSINESS - in excellent location. Includes
duplex presently rented for $150. Clean-up shop ren-
ting for $300 per month.
WANT YOUR OWN BUSINESS? Large enought for
any venture - added bonus of small clean-up shop on
ONE OF A KIND! Traditional in appearance - con-
temporary, spacious living inside. This beautiful 2-
story log home is loaded with extras and charm.
This could be your Dream Home,
FOR THE SELECTED BUYER - The luxury of this
home must be seen to be believed. One of the most
outstanding homes in Murray. Call for appointment
to view.
WE OFFER THESE OTHER HOMES
FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION
LOADED FOR LIVING describes this 3 bedroom, 2
bath frame house. Extras include living room with
fireplace. Formal dining room, basement and close
to all conveniences. Priced at only $25,000.
FUN TO LIVE IN - This beautifully landscaped
home includes 6 bedrooms and 3 baths, large den
with woodburning fireplace, patio, formal living
room and dining room. Plus central heat and air.
Ready to move into.
BRIGHTEN YOUR YEAR with this shiny 3
bedroom, 2 bath home thats like new. Nestled on a
large shady lot and ideally located for schools.
IT MAKES GOOD SENSE to come see this brick
ranch located on a quiet street on a well landscaped
lot. It includes 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large patio, den
with fireplace, and beautifully decorated. Call us
today.
INCOME PROPERTY
THREE DUPLEXES -2 and 3 bedroom available.
With built-ins in excellent location.
SIX APARTMENTS in large building at 16th and
Valentine. Income $800 monthly. Apartments in-
cluded all the extras.
COMMERCIAL
EXCELLENT COMMERCIAL LOCATION -2 acres
and house. East side of North 4th Street.
LOTS
BUILD OR INVEST - locations range from town to
lake. Prices from $800 to $13,200.
LAKE
SMALL AND COZY -3 bedroom house and 2 water-
front lots for $25,000.
EXECUTIVE HOME - luxurious location on Main
Lake. Price includes floating dock and woodland
landscaping.
WATERFRONT LOCATION - Roomy 3 bedroom
and fireplace. Call 753-4342 for additional details.
FARMS
SEVENTEEN ACRES - Ideal development proper-
ty in nice location.
ESCAPE - to this 40 acre farm with 2 bedroom
house. Make an offer. Quick sale needed to settle
estate.
ONE HUNDRED TWENTY ACRES -43 presently
tendable. Large brick home, stocked ponds and tim-
ber. Call 753-4342 for appointment to view.
PRETTY AS A PICTURE describes this spacious
farm house plus 5 acre farmette. Dining room,
living room, and 2 bedrooms are 14 x 14 plus a large
kitchen and utility room. Chicken house, corn crib,
and stock barn are all equipped with running water





Monday-Friday: 8-5, Saturday: 8-12
Don Toiler 753-1930. Sherri Francis 753-6153
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46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick home, 2 miles from
Murray. East Y Sub-
division. Call 753-4064 or
753-3139.
FOR RENT: $75.00, FOR
SALE: $10,000. Two lots
and four room cottage on
Kentucky Lake. Cypress
Springs, New Concord,




SIX ROOM Brick House,
baths, 6 miles from
city limits. 40 x 40 garage,
10 acres of land, deep
well, 256 ft. highway
frontage. Will trade for
house in town. Call 436-
5560.
BROWNS GROVE, old 2
bedroom house with bath
and utility, on a beautiful
shady 134 acre lot. Call
489-2464.
PRICED LOWERED to
$36,900 on this 2,200
square feet house at 1661
College Terrace. Three
bedroom, 2 baths, living




large brick paneled at-
tached garage with
private office. Can





new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
roim, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK WITH central
heat and air. Would
consider leasing. Phone
753-6012 after 5.
BY OWNER, frame 410
South 10th Street. Nice
lot, $8,000 cash. Call 753-




3 bedroom brick home
on large, shaded, well
landscaped lot with 1/2
baths, cathedral
ceilings, large living
area with wood burning
fire place; large kitchen
with built in G.E; range
and side-by-side ref-
freezer. Enclosed car-
port and utility room.








split level house, 3 full
baths, fireplace in den,
formal dining and living
room, double garage,
carpeted, built-in ap-
pliances, lots of storage.
Call 753-3903 for ap-
pointment.
6 Homes For Sale
1700 AUDUBON, 3






74. Electric start. $1,600.
Excellent condition. Call
753-6564.
LIKE NEW 1973, 650
Honda. Lots of Extras.




21/2 baths, wall to wall
carpeting, custom
drapes, living and family
rooms, dining room,
kitchen and shop. Newly
decorated throughout. 2
car garage. Call 492-8645,
Hazel, Ky.
TWO STORY-- four
bedroom brick, 2 full
baths, separate dining
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West
Murray neighborhood.
Lots of trees, well land-
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
appointment.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5,335 after 5:00
p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET Impala.





1963 CHEVY 2 ton with
powerful PTO wench. 16
ft. bed, 16 ft. boom. $1,595.
12,000 Pound Tamden tilt
trailer, $975.00. Also 1959
GMC cabin chasis.
$400.00. Portable wench
on frame powered by 4
cylinder Wisconson
engine. $475.00. Call Nick,
436-2538.
'
CHEVY 34 ton pickup.
8 ft.. bed, 6 cylinder, 3
speed, nicy truck. $295.00.
1957 Chevy looks real
good, runs. $f46.00. Call
Nick, 436-2538.
1968 OPAL Kadett wagon,
Nice, new tires 24 to 30
MPG, 575.00. Call 753-
1566. -
.1965 or 69 RENAULT, 4
speed transmission. Call
436-5588.
1973 MG MIDGET, 61900
firm. Call 753-6737. -
49. Used Cars & Trucks




Phone 753-9446 after 5.
1968 MODEL 98 Old-
smobile, air all power.





Best offer for dog. Duster-
$700.00. Call 753-1532.
1971 PONTIAC Le Mans
rtprt
black vinyl top. Steering,
brakes, air, factory, AM-
FM stereo radio, tape
player, new tires.
SHARP. Call 753-5909.
1970 TORINO good con-
dition, $1,300.00. Call 753-




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east






Contained, full bath with
shower, gas stove, gas or
electric refrigerator,
furnace, and air con-
ditioner, electric leveling
jacks, automatic
awnings. 22' long, in
excellent condition. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-4487.
1974 TRAILSTAR fold
down. Sleeps six. Includes







David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
WILL PAINT tractors. For
information call 753-1356.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER. Interior or exterior
painting. Also will apply
black top sealer to
driveways. Call 753-8361.
ROY HARMON'S Car-












Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.














cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.





efficient service. No job






Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or




No jobs too small. Call








Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-












Call 7634827 or 753461-11,-
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.
THINKING OF BUILDING A
NEW NOME OR ADDING
ON TO YOUR PRESENT







home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing










them easier and preven-
ting damage in the
future. _ _ .
Col Now for doorpost toles
753-S320
54. Free Column
FREE 10 week old female
dog. Black, mixed breed.
Will be small dog. Call
474-2752.
FREE 10 week old female
Chihuahua Pug. Has been
wormed. Call 753-7869.
EIGHT WEEK old female
dog. Part Collie part cock-
a-poo. Will be medium
sized. Call 753-4307 after 5
p.m.
ACE YELLOW Collie
dog. Three years old. Had
shots. Call 436-5454.
NOTICE
Due to the many sales which we have made in the last 6 weeks
We are in need of New Listings. We have customers waiting
for properties.
Call Guy Spann Realty Today To list Your Property.
753-7714
"Your Key People in Real Estate 753-7724
80 Acres (more or less) to be sold at
COMPLETE AUCTION
to settle the estate of James L Thompson and Larue Thompson
Green Plains community, 51/2 miles South on old Murray-Paris Road.
SHOWING: Thursday and Friday September 11th and 12th
AUCTION: Saturday September 13
Excellent house
has 3 bedrooms, living room, dining room, den, utility room, kitchen, half-
basement, 2 fireplaces, partly carpeted.
Furnishings included
Selling lots of antiques, wheat cradle, shoe last, lantern, cowbell, oak wash
stand, table, bed with trundle bed under it. Trunk, sewing machine, lamps,
cane bottorn rocker, radio, pictures and frames, mirror, bedroom suit, baby
bed, wicker baskets, wagon seat, china, candle holders, 3 wooden barrels. lots
pf glassware. Also nice ,ding room suit, table, 6 chairs, buffet and china
cabinet, GE refrigerator, Taptian electric cook stove, picnic table) patio fur-
niture. 1956 model 600' Ford tractor, plow, cultivator, bush hog, rubber tired
wagon, rotary tiller. All kinds of hand tools, 1954 Chevy pick-up and racks with
52,000 miles. Lots of other items too numerous to mention.
fritninistrator l'uctitmeer
Jameirtih0111p5on T"tient a ker
Sale starts at 10 AM
Real Estate to be sold at 1 PM

















Funeral services for Evertt
P. Heater of 1604 Hermitage
Drive, Murray, will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. C. C.
Brasher officiating. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Heater, age 72, died
Wednesday morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hasital. He was a member of
the First Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Vera Dodds Heater, Murray;
four daughters, Mesdames Bill
Bruno, • David Ruble, Elnor
Boyd, and Delores Powless; one




The funeral for Henry C.
Wyatt of Mayfield Route Six is
being lseld today at 2:30 p. m. at
the chapel f the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
John Huffman officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Eddie, George, and Lubie
Stovall, Elbert, C. F., and
Harold Greer. Burial will be in
the Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Wyatt, age 86, died
Tuesday at 8:30 a. m. at Medco
Center, Paducah.
Survivors are his 'wife, Mrs.
Route Six; two daughters, Mrs.
Garvice Douglas, Lone Oak,
and Mrs. Howard Pember,










Carroll of Benton Route Three,
Slick Back Road, died Wed-
nesday at 6:45 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was 51 years of age and
her death was due to cancer
following an illness of two
months. Born April 12, 1924, in
Muskogee, Okla., she was the
daughter of the late Henry
Epple and Betty Johnson Epple.
She and her husband were
married December 24, 1942.
Survivors are her husband,
Brad Carroll, and one daughter,
Miss Cindi Carroll, both of
Benton Route Three; two sons,
Richard Carroll of Benton
Route Three and Steve Carroll
with the U. S. Navy stationed in
Washington state; one sister,
Mrs. Doyle (Betty Jo) Webb of
Murray Route Five; two
brothers, Robert Epple of
Paducah Route Nine and Larry
Epple of Tecumseh, Okla.
Mrs. Carroll was a member of
the Southland Baptist Temple,
Paducah, where funeral ser-
vices will be held Saturday at
1:30 p. m. with Bro. Harold
Council officiating. Burial will
be in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Gertie M. Edwards of
Benton Route Five died this
morning at 12:30 at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. She
was 82 years of age and the wife
of Archie Edwards who died
about 25 years ago.
The deceased was a member
of the Emmanuel Missionary
Baptist Church, Murray. Born
November 17, 1892, she was the
daughter of the late Jake Smith
and' Josie Darnell Smith.
Mrs. Edwards is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Nadeen
Schroader of Dexter Route One;
six sons, Elbert of Benton Route
Five, Rex and Toy of Benton
Route One, Ruby Lee of Alm,
Thomas of Detroit, Mich., and
Kelly of Mississippi; four
sisters, Mrs. Lizzie Burkeen of
Murray; Mrs. Susie Davis and
Mrs. Audie Dismore of Calvert
City, and Mrs. Victoria Hicks of
Paducah; two brothers, Levi
Smith of Hardin and Tommy
Smith of Calvert City; twenty-
four grandchildren; thirty-one
great grandchildren; one great
great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Grandville Courtney, Rev.
Omar Jenkins, and Rev. Harry
Elkins officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Haymes Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p.m.
today ( Thursdayl.
Mrs. Wrather Dies
e es ay; es
Planned Friday
Mrs. Ellis ( Lettie Doran)
Wrather of Alrno Route One
died Wednesday at §:30 p.m. at
her home. She was 80 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased and her
husband were married October
6, 1912. She was a member of the
Cole's Camp Ground United
Methodist Church. Born
January 3, 1895, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John William Doran
and Elizabeth K. Evans Doran.
Mrs. Wrather is survived by
her husband, Ellis Wrather,
son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. James H. (Mary
Magielene) Belcher, all of Almo
Route One; three sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Cecil Dona) Holland,
Almo Route One, Mrs. Herbert
( Trudie ) Miller, Murray Route
Two, and Mrs. Calvin (Maude)
Wrather, Murray; two
brothers-in-law, E. D. Fulton,
Clarksville, Tenn., and
Raymond Wrather, Alm° Route
One; several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 2 : 30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev.
Charles Yancy officiating.
Burial will be in the Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today Thursday.1 
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 4. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 766 Est. 700 Barrows & Gilts
steady 25t higher Sows 50t to $1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbei 668 00-5900
US 1-3 200-240 lbs  $58 70-59.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs  $510048.75
US 3-4 260-260 lbs  857.50-5850
Sows
US 1-2770-350 Its . $49 50-50 50
US 1-3 300-450 Its 850 00-51 00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs 851 50-52 00
.# few at 53 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars $33 00-4100
949 50-50 00
Fred Jones Dies At
Home; Funeral Is
Being Held Today
Fred Jones of Hardin Route
One, age 92, died Tuesday at
12:45 p. m. at his home. He was
a retired farmer and a member
of the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Grace Jones,
Hardin Route One; two sons,
Roger „Tones of Hardin Route
One and Russell Jones of Vero
Beach, Fla.; five daughters,
Mrs. James B. Buchanan of
Murray, Miss Hilda Jones, of
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., Mrs.
Carson Cooper • of Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. 0. J. Sparks of
Hinsdale, Ill., and Mrs. Ed Ball
of Richmond; twelve grand-
children; two great grand-
children.
The funeral services are
being held today at two p. m. at
the chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Edd
Glover officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Allen Jones, Jim Buchanan,
Ricky Jones, Johnny Ball,
James Boyd Buchanan, and
Polk Jones. Burial will be in the
Curd Cemetery.
Mrs. Stewart Dies
At Her Home Today
Mrs. Charlie ( Dela) Stewart
of 310 North Sixth Street,
Murray, died this morning at
ten o'clock at her home. She
was 92 years of age.
The Murray Woman was the
--w4fr-4a Ccififelittolrvirt`"fffio
died in January 1970. She was a
member of the First Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Stewart is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Harry
Flora) Moor.e, 405 North Fifth
Street, and Miss Inez Stewart,
310 North Sixth Street, Murray;
one son, Col. R. C. Stewart
( ret.), San Antonio, Texas; two
grandsons, Danny Stewart,
Greenland, and Scott Stewart,
San Antonio, Texas.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete pending the, arrival
of her son. The Max Churchill
Funeral Home will have charge





Lox Hulen of Calvert City,
father of Mrs. Anna Thornburg
of Hamlin, died Wednesday at
8:20 p.m. at the Parkview
Convalescent Center, Paducah.
He was 80 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
drug store businessman of
Calvert City, a member of the
Calvert City First Baptist
Church, and a veteran of World
War I. Born January 31, 1895, in
Marshall County, he was the son
of the late Tommy Hulen and
Mary Anderson Hulen.
Mr. Hulen is survived by his
daughter, Mrs. Thornburg; one
son, Joe Hulen, Calvert City;
one sieer, Mrs. Nell DeMyer,
Benton; three grandsons, Jim
Provine and Joe Pat Hulen, Jr.,
of Calvert City and David Hulen
with the U. S. Air Force in
Thailand.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home with Rev. Lynn Jones
officiating. Burial will be in the
Briensburg Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




A household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Love and family
whose home and contents were
destroyed by fire will be held on
Saturday, September 6, at 2:30
p. m. at the Community Center
on Ellis Drive.
The Love family of near Hazel
lOst their home by fire on
Thursday night, August 28.
Their children are Debbie, 15,
Cheryl, 14, Angie, 12, and
David, four.
For information call 753-3325
or 753-3755.
Wranglers Riding Club
To Ride Here Friday
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday night, Sep-
tember 5, at the riding pen.
The first event will be the
open halter class and it will
start at 7:30 p. m. There will be
28 classes for horses and riders
to participate.
Food will be available in the
concession stand. Everyone is
welcome, a club spokesman
said. •
Temple Hill Lodge To
Meet Here Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276, F
& A. M., will meet in stated
communication, Saturday,
September 6. The Lodge will
open at 6:00 p. m. Work in the
Master Mason degree will begin
at 7:00 p. m.
Lodge 127 of Paducah will







2 Shows-6 & 8 p.m.
Tickets are on Sale at ... Bonk of Murray, Peoples Bank, Long John Silver, Montgomery Words.
Contact any Jaycee for more information
Advanced tickets on sale now as follows,..Children 12 and un-
der—$1.50, Adults-$3.00, Family Package-$.8.00. Advance Student
Tickers-$2.00, Special "Golden Age" advance tickets-$1.50. Gate





















Area Young Men Named
To 'Outstanding' List
A total of 17 Calloway County Concord;
area young men have been James S. Lawson, 1707selected for inclusion in the 1975 Johnson Blvd., Murray, and;edition of "Outstanding Young Robert William Rodgers, 201Men of America" according to S. lath St., Murray.
an announcement made today The Outstanding Young Men
by Doug Blankenship, chair- of America Program is spon-man of the board of advisors. sored by leading men's civicSelected for the honor Were: and service organizations
Carl Jon Denbow, 1600 throughout the nation.
Sycamore, Murray;
Donald Anthony Riley, Box
72, Hazel;
David R. King, 803 Broad,
Murray;
Edwin L. Walston, A-7 Coach
Estates, Murray;
Jerry Lee Bolls, 1506
Belmont, Murray;
Jeffrey Lynn Mardeuse, 305
College Courts, Murray;




Danny Gail Cunningham, Rt.
2, Murray;
H. David Travis, 304 N. 4th
St., Murray;
Jerry Coleman Stephenson,
Box 157, Puryear, Tn.;
Jack Linn Watkins, Rt. 1,
Hazel;f
John Alvin Bohannon, 1703
Johnson Blvd., Murray;
Larry Paul Santa Barbara,
1623 Olive St., Murray;
Ralph Lee Wilson HI, New
"In every community there
are young men working
diligently to make their cities
and country a better place in
which to live," a spokesman
said. "These men, having
distinguished themselves in one
or more fields of endeavor, are
outstanding and deserve to be
recognized for their
achievements. The criteria for
selection include a man's




accomplishments and civic and
political participation."
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.9
down 0.1. Below dam 301.8 no
change.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.9 no
change. Below dam 304.2 up 1.0.
Sunset 7:23 p. m. Sunrise 6:30
a. m.
Country Gentlemen
To Be At Church
The Blood River Baptist
Church has invited Rev. Leon
Harp, Sr., to conduct a Hymn
Sing on the first Sunday af-
ternoon of each month from 2:00
to 4 : 00 p. m.
The featured singers this
Sunday, September 7, will be
The Country Gentlemen from
Paducah. Church music
directors are especially invited
to participate and bring special
music, and the public is cor-
dially invited to attend, said
Rev. Harp, Jr. A love offering
will be taken for the expenses of
the featured group. . -
Reverend Harp will also be
preaching at the 6100 p. m.
worship service Sunday. The
church is located on highway
444 near Hamlin. Persons may
call 436-8808 for further ia-
formation. Rev. Richard West
is pastor of the church.
Prices ut stock ot local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledter
Times by Ftrst of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows.
U.S. Homes Ps -Vs
Kaufman & Broad 7% At
Ponderosa Systems re, -4t






Gees gTarFacific 44% +Vs
25% -1/4
Jim Walters 35% AO
Kirsch 
Disney. 43% Ai
Franklin IBM 27 -%
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
1. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco 19 +½
Amer Motors 51111
Ashland Oil 19% -%
A. T. & T. 47 -Vs
Boise Cascade 2361-6k
Ford 3094
Gen. Motors 49% -%
Gen. Ilre 15% +1/4
Goodrich 17% +1/4
Gulf Oil 21% +%
Pennwaft 24% +
Quaker Oita 15% -%
Republic Steel 32 -%
Sanger 12% +%
franc
Western Union 13 +%
Zenith 23% -%
* CORRECTION *
Yours, Mine & Ours
Shop
50212 Maple St
, Will Open Today
September 4th
-MARKET 414 SALE
141 NORTH MARKET ST. PHONE 642-69%
UP TO $3
I 
000.00FREE: IN MERCHANDISE 
WILL BE GIVEN AWAY FREE AT A SPECIAL DRAWING.
REGISTER AT OUR STORE — NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
TO WIN — IT MAY BE "YOUR DAY" BETWEEN AUGUST
15th AND SEPTEMBER 30th. (ASK FOR FULL DETAILS AT OUR STORE)
 SPECIAL PRICES
'NEW SHIPMENT OF RECLINERS
*2 PC. LIVINGROOM SUITE
*JAMISON QUEEN SIZE SLEEPERS
•7 PC. DINNETTE SETS, TABLE & 6 CHAIRS
•ODD CHINA CABINETS, MAPLE, PINE, PECAN
*3 PC. PINE BEDROOM SUITE
•REG. SIZE VELVET HEADBOARDS




















SOFA-LOVESEAT-CHAIR All 3 Pieces. Reg. 849903, Now $29900
Vinyl & Herculon (6 colors to choose from)





















FREE DELIVERY 30 DAY LAY-AWAY
SHOP WEEKLY 8:30 A.M. TM 6 P.M.
FRIDAY 8:30 A.M. TIL 8 P.M.
MARKET 414 FURNITURE -•
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